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Editor’s Note

I, FOR ON E,  HAD A VERY DI FF ERE NT  SENSE OF HOW THIS  

issue would turn out. 0 Brave New World— it seemed like 
such a public topic. And while it’s true that many of these 
pieces address disjunctive social histories (the relentlessness 
of the future, the betrayals of culture, the myth of pro
gress)— at the same time they’re deeply personal. Plus, in 
some cases here, conversely to any shared and imperfect 
world, the personal even enters the sublime. And what, 
exactly, is that? As usual, this issue reminded me of some
thing: how the reporter is the report. Art, a claiming of 
privacy in a calamitous public realm, can seem irrelevant. 
But it probably isn’t.

L I N S E Y  A B R A M S

it')



Introduction

IN N O V E M B E R ,  2006, N A N C Y  P E L O S I  WAS E L E C T E D  

Speaker of the House and in January, 2007, sixteen women 
were inducted into Congress, the most ever in this coun
try’s history. Though some may judge it differently, I saw 
Republicans and Democrats— who were tired of war, in
justice and corruption— unite in their views to shift the 
power in this country.

‘‘How beauteous mankind is! O brave new world that 
has such people in’t!” Miranda says at the end of The Tem
pest. Her view is innocent and pure, of that same world her 
father, Prospero, has manipulated to exact his political 
revenge. This issue of GCR  is devoted to the lens with 
which each writer views his or her own swiftly changing 
landscape.

An incident this past summer has stuck to me like a 
burr on a sweater. Walking to the pool in Park Slope, I 
waited for the light to change at Grand Army Plaza. I 
watched a woman in orange spandex shorts stride towards 
me on the sidewalk. I presumed she was heading for a run 
in the park. Perhaps she thought I stared a minute too 
long or that I cast a disapproving glance. I will never 
know. I only heard as she walked by, the word “Terrorist” 
snarled in my direction. Shocked, I turned around to look 
behind. The corner was empty. I was her terrorist. In our 
post 9/11 world I have experienced other instances of hos
tile glances and furtive whisperings, but never so directly 
or explicitly. Since July I ’ve been carrying on an angry 
conversation with an invisible stranger. I ’ve deliberated 
cutting my long black hair, packing my kurtas (a piece of 
clothing traditional in Northern India, Pakistan and Af-
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ghanistan) and my heritage in storage, as if it could change 
others’ perceptions of me, which it can’t. The power of our 
mutual wrong views is still eating up my time.

Buddha taught that our view determines our world. 
With a pure view we see a pure world. This is a difficult 
teaching to apprehend, yet Shakespeare alludes to this 
same lesson, through Miranda’s words. The urgency with 
which our world is changing demands that many voices be 
heard, in their diversity of experience, background and 
struggle. One character’s triumph in the face of adversity is 
all of our victories, as this election was. From our global 
cities, the poems, stories and prose in this issue, offer many 
new and personal worlds.

M I C H E L L E  Y A S M I N E  V A L L A D A R E S

1 vii 1





Discreet
by Theresa Burns

Desire and his cousin Bonaventure, 
purple-black, from the Ivory Coast, 
were the first to ask me to dinner that year, 
a few doors down in the maid's room they shared—

couscous and chicken sauteed in Mazola
over a Bunsen burner. Vin ordinaire
from the grocery. No other students on our floor,
loneliness each time the hallway toilet flushed.

They were tiny, slender. They had to be, to move 
around that room! It had a few feet 
on mine, a little more light from the courtyard, 
but it let in the rooftops and the air.

Desire could open the half fridge from his chair 
and fill our glasses in one sleek motion.
Sometimes there’d be another cousin from Abidjan 
or Milan, who also cleaned offices,

or maybe an American friend of mine, or two.
And we got used
to this arrangement, twice a month, or more.
Until one morning, as I was leaving for school,
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Madame La Jeunesse asked to see me.
In the living room, which was serious.
She was kind, not scolding, and spoke slowly, 
so I was sure to understand:

Sometimes young girls who come to Paris 
are impressionable, can misunderstand others’ 
intentions. And it’s important in a big city 
to be judicious— discreet is the word she used, I think.

I should remember. Did I say
how slowly and carefully she was speaking to me?
Behind her, the sound of water
rinsing the street.

Madame La Jeunesse was eighty-three, 
experienced in war and human nature.
And I felt bad about what I ’d done, how big and grave 
her eyes had become behind her spectacles.

{ 2 |



You W ill Lose Things Too
by Lisa Sklar

i.
TH E RE  WAS A TIME THAT FORTUNE WAS MINE.  I REMEM-  

ber that feeling like it was yesterday. I had a thousand rea
sons to feel that way. I wasn’t born during the years Hitler 
ravaged through Europe with nothing but a stout mous
tache and an upraised arm. I wasn’t born a peasant woman 
in Asia, given only a numeral for a name. I wasn’t dodging 
snipers on the streets of Sarajevo or starving in Africa with 
flies buzzing around my face.

But then my mother left my father, and my husband 
left me, taking everything with him except for a few suits 
and his Dostoevsky collection. By the time my best friend, 
Julie, had died two months later, George had already mar
ried a Chinese woman with tiny barrettes in her hair who 
changed her name to change her fate. It was clear then that 
my luck had arrowed in the other direction. I ’d become 
like everyone else. Whomever I ’d thought had been watch
ing out for me disappeared within the molecules of the 
filmy air, gone for good.

Shameless, my husband moved into an apartment 
around the corner. We were always running into each 
other. At first, he’d nod awkwardly. “Hello,” he’d say. I 
treated him like a ghost I couldn’t see, which was easier to 
do when wearing sunglasses. So I never left the house 
without them.
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My uterus went on a rampage every time I caught his 
large, bow-legged frame swaggering toward me, especially 
if his new wife was attached to his arm. She was smaller 
than me with hair long enough to sit on, though a patch 
on the top of her head was clipped shorter in some kind of 
punk-rock fashion. Sometimes she perched a turquoise 
flower behind her ear. She always gave me a tentative 
smile, as if she too was befuddled by our strange situation. 
Once, I overheard her ordering hot water with lemon at a 
cafe on Tenth Street and discovered she mangled her Eng
lish. A mutual friend revealed she was a singer, and that 
my husband was studying Chinese. I attributed his leaving 
to the fact that I was a woman who couldn’t carry a tune.

2.
I ’ve taken to going through George’s Dostoevsky collec
tion. I started with Notes from Underground, but I couldn’t 
bear being in the head of someone barely seen by society. 
So I moved on to his tattered copy of Crime and Punishment. 
I’ve dog-eared just one section: the one in which Raskol
nikov bashes in the old pawnbroker’s head. I’ve gone back 
to it several times. I wonder what I could be capable of if I 
didn’t already know the truth about guilt.

Sometimes in the early evening my father calls, hoping 
to commiserate, his voice crossing state lines. He doesn’t 
know much about what happened between George and me, 
but he thinks we have things in common. He knows noth
ing about Julie, nothing about the new Chinese wife. I 
hate how the light touch of his voice has become bogged 
down, but I always answer when he calls. He has no one 
else to talk to. My grandfather— his father— has taken to 
calling him Jesus Christ, partly because of his suffering, 
partly because everyone, apart from my mother, seems to

I 4 1
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love him. “I ’m flattered,” my father says when I tell him 
this.

I picture him in Plymouth, lying on the vinyl sofa, 
boxes all around him, his guitar dormant in its case. He’s 
moving to Tennessee for a job, decommissioning a nuclear 
plant in the mountains— the one where the atomic bomb 
was hatched. It will be the closest he’ll come to a desert 
climate since leaving Israel at seventeen. I look out the 
window and watch snowflakes being pulled to the ground, 
muffling the world outside and piling up on the phone 
line between us. ‘‘Your mother,” he says, emphasizing 
mother, as if I ’d been the one to introduce them.

“Yes, I know, Dad.” It was in a packed restaurant that 
she told him she was leaving, reasoning she didn’t want to 
deal with shrapnel from the blast. She said she hoped it 
would be temporary, but he was a man of pride. “Once you 
walk out that door,” he threatened, “there’s no going 
back.” The movers came the following day. Now she’d quit 
her job and moved in with a retired mortgage broker 
who’d spent his whole life living below his means should 
such an occasion arise. This confirmed my suspicion that 
she’d left my father because he could no longer afford to 
take her to Barbados or buy her diamond earrings. My fa
ther had no facility with money, and my mother had a fear 
of being poor.

With my father, I do everything to make the subject 
something other than my mother. There is only so much 
one can say to one’s father about one’s mother. Sometimes I 
resort to the impending presidential election, even though 
we are on opposing sides. He can’t stand that my preferred 
candidate came back from a war to protest it.

“Who has more right to protest than someone who has 
been on the frontlines?” I demand. I ’m standing over a pot,

1 5 1
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which is starting to boil.
“I ’ve been to war,” he retaliates.
I know he’d helped his mother cover the windows in 

Haifa during the 67 war, but he left Israel the year he 
would have had to join the army. So his being to a war is 
news to me.

Then he clarifies, “With your mother.”
I want to laugh but it is all too sad. “I have to go,” I say. 

“I ’m making dumplings.”
“Dumplings?”
“Yes.” I peer into the pot, where they’re starting to float 

to the surface, looking like opaque jellyfish. Lately, I ’ve 
become obsessed with dumplings. George taught me many 
things, from how to peel ginger with the edge of a spoon 
to finding the North Star to driving his 1975 Honda mo
torcycle through the back streets of upstate New York. 
But one of his most useful legacies was teaching me how to 
cook. On Sundays, he concocted all kinds of delicacies 
while I sat by his side, taking mental notes. Dumplings 
were my favorite, partly because of the hours we sat talking 
as we prepared them, warming the fillings, folding over 
the dough, and making tiny ridges with a fork. Now I boil 
them for breakfast, steam them for lunch, pan-fry them for 
dinner. I lose track of time hunched over my cutting 
board, preparing all kinds of fillings. Bamboo shoots and 
water chestnuts. Glass noodles and tofu. Shitake mush
rooms and watercress. Bok choy and diced carrots. Tonight 
it’s noodles and napa cabbage, and I ’m breaking my own 
tradition by boiling them for dinner.

“Why dumplings?” my father asks. “Why not kreplach? ’
“I don’t eat meat, Dad.”
“Well, what happened to borscht or stuffed cabbage or 

lokshen soup? The food of our people? We re dying out, you

( 6  )
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know.” He’s trying to be funny, but neither of us acknowl
edges the laugh stalled in our throats.

I hang up the phone thinking, not for the first time, 
that being alone is no good for my father. Lately, I ’ve been 
working on a new theory: Men in general are not made to 
be alone. They need women to cook and clean for them, to 
sit across from them at the dinner table, and to verify that 
everything will be all right. They need a sleeping body 
beside them, even though they often mistake need for 
want. For women, on the other hand, being alone may be 
their only chance at happiness. Maybe if I ’d never been 
with a man, there would have been hope for me. It’s one of 
the great unanswerables, the choice not made. I picture my 
father again, the long pull of his nights in front of the TV, 
his hair graying under the weight of the blue glow.

3 -

I met George at a pub called The Stanhope near the Earl’s 
Court tube stop in London. I had arrived in England with 
one backpack, determined to earn a living by eating fire. 
Some girls fall in love with the first boy to teach them 
about Schopenhauer or the first to show them how to drive 
a stick shift. For me, it was Kenny Vale because he taught 
me how to swallow fire, a party trick he’d picked up from 
his vagabond uncle. One April day, with a slim layer of 
snow on the ground, we ditched school and headed over to 
Morton Park, where we shivered and smoked. When each 
cigarette neared its end, we’d go from the bench to the 
pond’s edge and throw the butt into the water, just to see 
how far it would go. That’s when he told me he could 
swallow fire and that he could pass on what he knew to 
me. ‘‘It’s a skill,” he said, ‘‘like juggling or swimming. 
Who knows, maybe someday it will come in handy.”

I 7  I
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At first it didn’t come in handy. I spent the next two 
months after high school waitressing in a low-cut Pilgrim 
uniform, catering to drunk men who said I had a face like a 
porcelain doll and listening to the sad stories of the other 
waitresses, all of them single mothers who had been beaten 
or abandoned or cheated on, and were stuck in America’s 
hometown, hearing tourists complain about the Plymouth 
Rock, watching helplessly as their dreams drifted off like 
dandelion seeds.

I was determined to have a different fate. That summer 
at a yard sale, I picked up a copy of Three Men in a Boat for 
five cents. It was about a hypochondriac who took a boat 
trip along the Thames with two friends. It was then I de
cided to go to London, a place that didn’t require learning 
a new language but was still an ocean away. I started plot
ting my escape, driving to the most deserted places in 
town— the Plymouth Airport at night, parking near the 
hangars, the duck pond with its cranky geese, the ease
ment, which was sometimes used by the neighborhood 
kids for bug-watching and dirt-bike riding. The challenge 
to swallowing fire was to make it look daring enough. 
Sometimes the flame was lost. Sometimes it withered be
fore gathering strength again. Sometimes the air smoth
ered it altogether. When I needed a break, I pulled the 
tube map out of my bag, memorizing it like the face of a 
new lover.

When the leaves started to drop, I pilfered my mother’s 
credit card from her pocketbook and bought a one-way 
ticket to London. Then I took the wad I made waitressing, 
scribbled a note for my family, and boarded a 747. That 
was when I believed in the lasting nature of things. I ’d 
assumed that everything would stay just as it was. I 
thought it was other people who got old, fell into lasting

l 8  )
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antagonisms, dropped off the face of the earth. They would 
always be there: my parents lounging in front of the TV, 
exchanging sections of the Sunday paper.

That first night I had to sleep at Heathrow. The tube was 
shut down for the night and I didn’t want to waste money 
on a taxi. I crashed under the blinking fluorescent lights, 
exhaustion winning out over my excitement. I woke up to 
a homeless man snoring in the nearby row of chairs, his 
face sheltered by a thick broom of hair. I wondered what 
he’d look like with a shower, invited back into civilization.

While I brushed my teeth, a pixyish woman with spiky 
bangs and sleep lines on her face asked if she could use my 
toothpaste. I recognized her from my flight. She’d been 
seated a few rows ahead of me, sketching furiously for the 
flight’s duration, turning down every offer of food— except 
for the bag of honey-roasted peanuts. I admired her stam
ina, along with her half-starved look. I was never one to 
turn down food, especially if it was free.

She introduced herself as Ju l ie. A friend had gotten her 
a job as a nanny, which she hoped would give her enough 
money to pay rent somewhere and time to paint. She said 
she was working on a series inspired by her mother’s rab
bit, Ginger, who’d been like her sister. “My mother had 
her before I was born. When I was little, all she ate were 
carrots so that’s all I ate too. I ate so many that the bottom 
of my feet turned orange.” I told her about my fire-eating 
trick. We agreed to find a flat together.

We found a place off Gloucester Road, furnished with 
bunk beds in front of a bay window and plates of rat poi
son pushed into the corners. We lived mostly on ramen 
noodles and pasta. Julie worked as a nanny, wrestling with 
a spoiled four year old, and I headed to Regent’s Park, im

1 9 1
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pressing people with my performances. On the mornings 
she left before me, I ’d flip through her journal, looking for 
the kind of private thing that people don’t share with one 
another. But there were never any surprises. Everything 
she’d written about she’d already told me.

At night, we always went to a pub. Julie liked to drink 
more than me, but I liked the smoky, rowdy, talky atmos
phere, everyone pretending that this was all there was to 
living, that heart attacks and car accidents and bombings 
were things that happened to other people in other places.

One night we wandered into a pub called The Stanhope. 
Beside us were two young American men talking heatedly 
about the G ulf War. They weren’t the only ones, but it 
was their voices that rose above the rest, likely because of 
their accents.

When they heard me order two ciders, they turned their 
attention on us. They were journalists. George was smok
ing, a habit I detested since quitting myself, but I couldn’t 
help thinking it was a good look for him. Unusually hand
some with the lean body of a swimmer, he resembled one 
of those old movie stars who’d made smoking fashionable 
in the first place.

I told him I made my money eating fire.
“Eating fire?’’ George repeated.
I enjoyed the shock value of my career choice.
“But— ”
“But what?”
“You’re so small.”
“So? What does that have to do with anything?”
“You seem— I don’t know— delicate. Like a dancer.”
“Dancers are far from delicate. I ’d love to see you on toe 

shoes for hours at a time. I’m stronger than I look,” I said, 
daring him to try to contradict me. He just threw back his

I io  |
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head and let out a laugh that wound itself around my 
spine.

Now, however, I think George saw things exactly as 
they were. I was delicate. I did things other people found 
scary to prove I wasn’t scared.

That night, Julie and I went back to their flat in Isling
ton. As we walked through the light drizzle, George 
draped his arm around me, singing “Nobody knows the 
trouble I ’ve seen" in a seductive baritone. I remember 
thinking his voice could rattle a fish on the floor of a boat, 
already gasping for its life.

What I can’t remember is if there was any chemistry 
between Julie and George that night. I don’t even remem
ber them talking. But just because my eyes were on him 
all night doesn’t mean his eyes were only on me.

4 -

A year later, George and I were married and living in New 
York. Tired of dealing with the elements, I gave up my 
fire-eating gig for a suitable job at a book publisher and he 
wrote articles for various news magazines. Julie was staying 
with us, having just gone through a breakup. Often she 
stayed up painting late into the night, and George, a natu
ral-born insomniac, often stayed up watching her. Some 
times I felt left out, but I was used to that with George. 
Inside him was a secret place that made me feel like he 
knew things I could never know.

One night, something nudged me awake. First I 
thought it was Ju lie ’s cat, pawing at my arm. Then I 
thought it was George. I was dreaming we were lost in the 
woods, somewhere in the Adirondacks, and I was growing 
frantic, unable to distinguish one tree from the next. He 
stopped to take the temperature of each tree, standing at

I i i  I
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the base and pressing his palm against the trunk. This will 
help get us home, he said. I suggested we build a tree 
house and move into it. The look on his face told me he 
wasn’t amused.

Finally I peeled opened my eyes to find Julie perched on 
my side of the bed, the light from the kitchen raining 
down on her hands, which were folded neatly on her lap. 
George was next to me in an Ambien-induced sleep, snor
ing softly, clutching a pillow.

“What’s wrong?” I asked, my voice ragged with sleep. 
She’d been working all night again, I could tell. Some of 
the planes of her face were dressed in shadow, glossing the 
skin you could see.

“They said you can see Mars tonight,” she said. “Want 
to go to the roof?” In her voice, I heard the old tingle of 
excitement that had been absent since her breakup .

“What time is it?”
“Three.”
I suppressed a groan and got up, putting on a sweater 

over my nightgown and following her to the back of the 
apartment. When she thrust open the window, a gust of 
cold air washed over us. I stood there shivering while she 
clambered out onto the fire escape and then followed suit. 
Rung by rung, we took care as we climbed up the ladder. 
Ju lie ’s skirt blew wildly in the wind. So did my hair. For a 
moment I dangled there on the ladder and let myself look 
down. We were four stories in the air. If I loosened my 
grip, I could coast backwards like in those old Nestea 
commercials, only there was no shimmering pool in which 
to fall. For a moment I was tempted. Not because I wanted 
to necessarily leave this world, but so I could see what was 
on the other side. I wanted to believe there was something 
beyond the nothingness, a place with fields and flowers

I 12 )
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and a salt-kissed sea. The fact that I was still half-asleep 
made the allure even greater. My arms were getting tired.

“Come on, Johanna!” Julie called out. I tore my gaze 
away from the courtyards below and looked up. She was 
already on the roof, her round face looking like the moon 
looking down on me. I made my way up the rest of the 
ladder and pulled myself over the edge. We walked to the 
center of the rooftop, our sneakers sinking into the tar. We 
could see the whole city from here, surrounding us, as if we 
were the center and everything orbited around us. It was 
exhilarating. Julie started running around in large circles, 
skipping and leaping, and whirling in small circles, cast
ing her arms into the air. Her silk-screened skirt twirled 
around her, the owls and flowers crinkling as she swung 
her boyish hips. It looked like she was doing a dance to 
conjure the sky stretching out around us, the blinking 
stars, the sharp blackness behind them, the skyscrapers 
with their rectangular squares of light and the old build
ings whose outlines were barely identifiable.

I got down on the tar and spread out my arms and legs 
as if I was going to make a snow angel. Every so often, the 
sound of a siren peeled through the calm and then receded. 
Up here, the loudest sound was the wind crashing all 
around us, edging out the competition, adamant about 
securing our attention. Julie came over and lay down next 
to me, out of breath. Her head touched mine. “Do you see 
it?” she asked.

“What?” I ’d forgotten our reason for coming up here.
“Mars, silly!”
I couldn’t see anything anymore. Everything was blur

ring together. I was looking hard but nothing was distin
guishing itself from anything else. “I think so,” I lied.

“Me, too,” she said, but when I stole a glance at her, I
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saw that her eyes were closed. Suddenly her voice changed, 
containing an unusual cragginess. “I wish I could go there. 
Start over.” It made me nervous, but I was too groggy to 
ask her to explain.

That was our last summer living together. That Sep
tember, after I came home early from work to find Julie 
and George naked on the floor of our kitchen, she took the 
cat and her hot plate and moved in with her ex-boyfriend. 
A month later, they had a small wedding in Maine, and 
not long after that, George left me and she was dead.

5 .

My father calls the night before he’s supposed to leave for 
Tennessee, suddenly concerned about what happened be
tween George and me. While my mother, who enjoyed 
sneaking cigarettes with George on the fire escape when 
she came to visit, complained he should have been a used 
car salesman, my father always liked him. “He looks like 
James Dean,” he used to say. I think he thought that if 
there hadn’t been a family to care for, he would have been 
more like George: a good-looking man who’d driven across 
the country on a motorcycle at the age of twenty-two, re
bellious and unencumbered. But I also knew that, in part, 
my father loved George because he saw that George loved 
me.

“I’ve already told you,” I hedge.
“You haven’t told me anything. I don’t understand what 

happened.”
“It’s complicated.”
“How complicated?”
“We tried to make it work, but we couldn’t.”
“Why not?”
“Why couldn’t you and mom?”

1 14 1
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“Because your mother walked out on me.”
“You could have gone after her.”
“Not after she walked out.” We’ve had this argument 

before, so I drop it. There are a few moments of silence 
before one of us speaks again. “When is your mother get
ting married, by the way?” He is asking me this, partly 
because the idea abhors him, partly because the idea of 
paying ten more years of alimony abhors him more.

“I have to go, Dad.”
“Dumplings again?”
“Actually, yes.” I wish him a safe drive and hang up, 

feeling guilty for not taking the train back to Plymouth to 
see him off, worrying about him having to start over in a 
new place at his age.

After my dumplings are ready, I push aside my books to 
make room on the couch to eat but don’t. Instead, I sit 
there for a long time in my bra and pajama bottoms, 
watching the steam leave the plate. This goes on for a 
while. Long enough for the dumplings to go cold. So long 
that the dumplings don’t look like dumplings anymore. 
Each one starts to resemble something else: a textbook 
illustration of a brain, a fist, a blanched heart.

Finally I flush them down the toilet and put on jeans 
and a T-shirt. I decide to go to Washington Square Park. 
Just as I near the arch, I hear my name, twice, as if from 
the lips of a ghost. Johanna. Johanna. I don’t turn at first 
because there are others with my name. Johanna. Then it 
gets louder and closer and closer and louder. I whip 
around, startled. Standing there in a long beige trench coat 
and white plastic grandma sandals is my ex-husband’s new 
wife. Hello, Johanna. It sounds like she is practicing her 
English.

I just stare. I think: Why is she talking to me?
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‘‘Hello, Johanna. It nice to see you.” Her hands are 
stuffed in her pockets.

Stare. Noises and voices. They come to me from all over. 
From every corner of the park.

‘‘I think of you. You’re so pretty. I always hope we talk.” 
“Talk?”
Her head bobs and a smile that seems genuine material

izes.
“What could we possibly have to talk about? “
“We share a husband, no?”
“If he was still my husband, you never could have mar

ried him.”
She has the good sense to let shame cross her face. “My 

English not so good.”
“No, I guess not.”
Her gaze drops to an imaginary spot on the cement. “I. I 

just. I thought we talk, maybe. And things feel better. 
Less...” She pulls her hands from her pockets and throws a 
few mock punches into the air. “You know?”

Suddenly, for some reason, I feel a hairline of compas
sion, and I admire her audacity, her pluck. I gesture to an 
empty bench shaded by a tree. There’s a shaking in my 
arms, my upper thighs, beneath my breast. I wonder if I ’ll 
smell my husband on her.

I sit down and she sits next to me. Close. Her bony hand 
lands just above my knee and stays there.

“I very sorry.”
I close my eyes. I think if I concentrate hard enough, I ’ll 

feel the world turning and gravity using its thick hands to 
tether me to my spot.

“You beautiful woman. George says so.” Her voice trav
els a long distance to reach me. I pretend it’s coming from 
another world, another planet, another galaxy. “I mean.
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Not just beautiful how look. Beautiful inside.” She taps 
her chest. “We don’t wish hurt. Sad what happened. He 
and Julie. Me, you. He different person now. At least he 
try to be different.”

I haven’t heard anyone say Ju lie ’s name in a long time. 
It feels like a betrayal at the same time it feels good, like 
Bacitracin on a wound. My eyes well up. I picture Julie 
that night, alone in her East Village apartment, an empty 
pill bottle in her hand. I could come up with a million 
reasons as to why she did it because she left no note. I 
could feel blame, I could feel guilt, I could scream, but I 
won’t. I open my eyes and gaze upward through the 
branches. It looks like a spider web, or an intricate map 
that, if one could decipher it, would make it impossible to 
get lost.

Her voice parts the choppy air between us.
“Essentially,” she says, “I change my name one time 

already. I no want to do it again.”
Essentially, I think. She picked that up from George, in 

the way couples who spend a lot of time together slowly 
absorb one another’s habits and vocabulary.

“When I twenty-four, I change my name. There’s 
woman, back in China, she famous. She tell me: Your 
name not suit you anymore. You want to change your fate? 
You change name.”

Though I’ve read about people who’ve gone to court to 
change their names, I ’ve never met anyone who’s done it.

“When I was small,” I say, “I used to tell people I hated 
my name, but that was because I hated myself a little bit.”

“I too not like myself. I take pills when I twenty. Like 
your friend Julie. And though I don’t do that again, I not 
happy. So I keep thinking about what that woman say. For 
a whole year. My new name, it mean water lily. I not get
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bogged down by bad things anymore. I float through life, 
coasting, the sun on my face. Now this who I am.”

I want to ask questions, but I remember who she is and 
who I am, so I don’t let myself. “That’s a nice story,” I say, 
practically rolling my eyes.

“If you not forgive me,” she says, “I need to change 
name again. Because with this name I do something so 
terrible I not forgive myself.”

I look at her some more. Her wide coddled face, her 
pleading eyes, her skin, which is slightly darker than mine 
and dewy. I sit there, thinking about the dumplings I 
flushed down the toilet. I think about my husband drifting 
off to sleep with his arms hooked around this woman. For 
the first time in a long while, I have trouble imagining 
myself bashing in some pawnbroker’s head. I think about 
my name, given to me by my parents, taken from a dead 
cousin I never met, and the fact that I can’t imagine feel 
ing the desire to change it.

I touch the knee of my husband’s wife. “It’s fine,” I say, 
and then I say it again.

Later, I walk through the park. It’s Saturday, so there are a 
hundred things to look at. A magician near the waterless 
fountain contorting balloons into zebras and coaxing 
laughs out of children. Men with little musical inclination 
playing tepid folk songs. Children glued to strollers, wrig
gling to be free. Well-built men and women doing ca
poeira, launching into aerial somersaults. And then there’s 
me, a long-haired woman pulling kerosene and two torches 
out of her bag. I pick an area not far from the central foun
tain, putting my bag on the ground. I start engaging the 
passersby. Dogwalkers, fathers with toddlers perched on 
their shoulders, students fiddling with a movie camera.
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“Hey,’’ I say, giving them a smile. “I ’ll show you some
thing worth filming,” and something in my voice con
vinces them. A small crowd starts to gather, curious. It’s 
been a long time. George never approved of the fire-eating. 
He said it was tacky. If he ever overheard me talking about 
it, I ’d catch him glaring at me. He thought it made me 
seem like someone teetering on the fringe.

I soak the aluminum torches in the kerosene, then take 
my lighter and set them ablaze. I don’t stop talking to the 
people congregating. It’s the most I ’ve saia out loud in a 
long time. Once more, I am seductive, and the group 
grows. The sticks glow orange and red and black, smoke 
rising higher than I can reach with my outstretched hand. 
I twirl the torches in the air like batons, the flames two 
frizzy tails struggling to keep up. This is my favorite part, 
watching the onlookers’ eyes as they follow the fire. Our 
attraction to the flame is a lot like love: None of us can 
resist it, though given half a chance, it will destroy us.

I widen my stance so I don’t lose my balance and tilt my 
head back, taking in a long, deep, steady breath. Then I 
begin to exhale, ever so slowly, releasing the air in a gentle 
stream. I stick out my tongue, flattening it, and as I lower 
the torch into my mouth, I hear a collective gasp that 
swells over the sound of my own beating heart. Afterward, 
dollar bills fly into my bag. I feel I should tell those who 
donate that I didn’t do it for the money, not this time, but 
I don’t. Instead, I zip up my bag, throw it over my shoul
der, and make my way toward the river.



The Afternoon Was a Bird
by Yerra Sugarman

i.

The afternoon was a bird
trying to take flight,
not remembering the tricky barriers,
the betrayals of glass,
that seemed to be a continuation of sky.

2.

Like a civilian in wartime, 
her hands over her ears 
to muffle the blasts, the unsteady

salvoes of shells, their apricot smoke
ironically beautiful,

haunting her town’s fields, this is

how I pulled the daylight, that afternoon, over myself 
to dull the blade of knowing

my mother, for sure, what she had—

And illness began to heave
what was whole;
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dust slowly orbiting our house;

our floors buckling; 
our pillows no longer able to solace, 

flattening.

And for a long time after, I ’d find bits
of window and wood in the thinning 

carpet or a feather in the still mown grass.

3 -

At noon, the sky a hyacinth,
its clouds like beads 

slipping off a strand 
I hadn’t seen was broken.

4 -

Savior of the bees that swirled
through our door ajar, sometimes my mother 

made a net of her fingers,

clasped the buzzing in her fist (never stung) 
to release one, 

let it skate again on air—

5 -

How calmly she sprinkled
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that wounded brown bird
dazed under our back porch window
with cold tap water she poured

into a cracked soup bowl 
a few hours after the doctor told her 
she was soon going to die.
The bird suddenly opened an eye,

shook its head a bit, 
spread its still strong wing, 
and tried to fly, 
its feathers lifted by the wind.

( 2 2  )



Question for Jane
by Yerra Sugarman

A torn veil of trees a crow stitches with caw 
by the ocean where air smells like conifer and salt 
Feeling almost a self I cut dead blossoms in your garden

Jane the purple lupines you picked 
so eager for their wild beauty
you drove your car through a farmer s field to reach them 

look like spines
or long words strung near your windows 
where last night desperate for light I heard

moths hurl themselves against the glass 
where I saw myself want her 
watching her leave and leave

Jane your window grafts me onto a world 
where there is enough 
solitude and need

sometimes I wonder if I can look 
ask myself what to call the birds’ staccato 
Although when I read today about how a man ate 
the sweet salt from another man’s tongue 
I imagined her tongue on mine
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remembering the wilderness of the body 

and a wave broke from my feet
the rain on your wooden deck like the sound of someone 
crumpling paper that is waste

Is that what my loving her was
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Independence
by Kenny M ann

I. NUSU-NUSU

ON A PLEASANT EVENING IN FEBRUARY 1 9 5 4 ,  MY FATHER,  

the late Dr. Igor Mann, called me into the dining room.
“Come, Iki,” he commanded in his thick Polish accent. 

“You will see something you must never forget.”
Two years earlier, we had moved to Nairobi from our 

modest cattle ranch at Athi River. Now, with Papa’s new 
appointment as Director of Veterinary Services at Kabete, 
we had been transported to the great city where Mama had 
designed a large, Spanish style house on Crawford Road 
(now Milimani Road). Here, my brother and I played in 
the eucalyptus forest in our back yard, where we imitated 
the heroes of European fairy tales. Lady Guenevere, Sleep
ing Beauty— we could have been in the Dark Ages in Eng
land— hardly in Africa.

By the time I was ten, I was allowed on Saturday morn
ings to walk down the road, past the pink Delamere Flats 
to “town,” or even to catch the Number 12 bus which 
dropped me off at the New Stanley Hotel, opposite the 
statue of Lord Delamere that commanded the view down 
his very own avenue. From there, it was a few steps to Dea
cons— the most fashionable store in the world, as far as I 
was concerned. Around the corner, I could order an ice
cream Parfait at the Penguin Cafe. Or I could spend my
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pocket money at the fabulous Woolworths on the corner of 
Delamere (Kenyatta) Avenue and....Oh, the delights of 
that store! Miniature sewing kits! Tiny pocket mirrors! 
Paper tubes of powdered Sherbert, to be sucked up 
through a liqourice straw!

If I crossed the road to the old Torr’s Hotel, I could 
visit my grandmother who was the head baker at the Cafe 
Vienna, where she provided a gaggle of European cro
nies— refugees, drifters or business people who had settled 
in Kenya— with frothy Austrian torte. Best of all, though, 
were the flicks shown for children at the Odeon Cinema, 
opposite the old bus depot, where we jeered or laughed at 
Disney cartoons, Doris Day comedies, or cowboy and pi
rate flicks.

I felt very grown up. During the school term, I rode my 
bike a few miles to St. George’s Primary School at Kili- 
mani . I had even been to Europe. So what could my father 
possibly show me on this day in February, 1954, that I had 
not already seen?

I followed him into the dining room. On the table lay a 
rifle. He picked it up and opened it, pointing out the 
empty cartridge case.

“I will be patrolling Crawford Road from 6 PM until 9 
PM, “ he said sternly. You are not to leave the house for 
any reason because we have curfew. But I want you to 
know that I will never shoot anyone. Not a thief, not a 
murderer and not even a bloody Mau Mau! I am a pacifist! 
Understand?”

Curfew? Pacifist? I had no idea what he was talking 
about. But a cold chill traveled down my spine and fear 
entered my soul. Mau Mau. I had heard about them. Wild 
men who lived in the forest around Mount Kenya and 
made people take terrible oaths that had to do with blood
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and raw meat and things I did not understand. They killed 
white people and wanted to take the country away from us. 
Now, I was sure, they had come to Nairobi to kill us. And 
if they did, Papa would not defend us! Mau Mau were K i
kuyu. Our cook, Duncan, was Kikuyu.

For two or three years, fear of Mau Mau was a tangible 
entity for me, even though I came to understand their 
struggle better and to realize that my parents supported 
the battle for Kenya’s independence.

Nevertheless, rumours abounded at school of the “up- 
country” sisters whose parents had been buried alive by 
Mau Mau. The girls were sent off to England and never 
seen again. Duncan, the cook, was arrested on suspicion of 
being a Mau Mau collaborator. Papa promptly paid bail for 
him and he was cooking dinner as usual the very next day. 
Was he a Mau Mau spy? Would he poison our food?

By 1956, the Mau Mau “Emergency” was almost over. 
The British army had bombed the forest hide-outs and in 
1957, Dedan Kimathi was hanged. Papa had thrown out 
his rifle and life in Nairobi was on a tremulous upswing. 
Coffee-time at 4.30 PM every day at our house had become 
known as a meeting place for all manner of foreign aid 
individuals, diplomats, artists, writers, politicians, African 
and Asian friends, famous and infamous, known and un
known.

In our house there was no color bar and everyone was 
welcomed to a meal and a bed, if necessary. My parents 
were a charismatic couple, always plotting the next fun 
event. It might be dinner at the Pagoda— Cherry Blos
som’s Chinese restaurant, or a costumed arts ball which 
required weeks of preparation and attracted hundreds of 
guests to the rented hall. It might be a fund-raising walk 
for Freedom From Hunger, of which Papa was Chairman,
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or perhaps Mama would be sewing exquisite costumes for 
the puppets used in opera performances at the Nairobi 
Arboretum.

By the time I was 14, I was fully immersed in Nairobi’s 
rich cultural life myself. I saw foreign movies at the A lli
ance Francaise and the Goethe Institute, and watched 
lengthy Indian films at the Shan Cinema, at the Thika 
Road junction. I was deeply involved in amateur drama at 
school, at the Donovan Maule or the National Theatre. I 
took piano and ballet lessons, participated in national 
competitions and sat for the English examinations. I spent 
hours at the MacMillan Memorial Library, reading or do
ing my homework, and spent many Saturday afternoons at 
the Nairobi Museum, poring over the insect collection and 
slightly revolted at the dusty stuffed animals.

Along with my sister, I now attended the all-white 
Kenya Girls High School, affectionately known as the 
“Heffer Boma” and ruled with an iron hand by the English 
head mistress, Ms. Stott.

Classes ended at 4 PM, after which there was “tea” and 
then obligatory sports. Dressed in cumbersome grey knee- 
length “shorts” I flailed my way around the hockey pitch 
or never shot a goal in netball. No, I was not athletic at all. 
My real interest was in boys.
My best friend Avril and I were always on the look-out for 
potential “boyfriends” and had also become intensely curi
ous about Nairobi. Unbeknownst to our parents, we spent 
our weekends riding all over the city on our bikes. I could 
easily ride the ten miles to Avril’s house on Brookside 
Drive, and together, we would set out for Nairobi Dam, off 
Ngong Road, where I had a canoe and we could eye the 
school boys showing off their water skiing.

Up until then, our lives had been more or less restricted
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to Nairobi’s “white” urban areas. Now we roamed down 
River Road, through Eastleigh and Mathari Valley, streak
ing through African slums with fear and amazement. This 
was how they lived? We free-wheeled through Parklands, 
staring into windows to glimpse Asian families at their 
meals. We circled the Khoja Mosque, lit up every night 
with thousands of bulbs. Amazing! Nairobi had Muslims! 
And we cruised slowly along Muthaiga Road, marveling at 
the mansions and lush gardens that bespoke the untold 
wealth of their white inhabitants.

We never did meet any boys, but we gradually realized 
that we had taken for granted or simply ignored the 
strange triad of Europeans, Asians and Africans living par
allel but largely separate lives in this City in the Sun, as it 
was called. Our awakening was slow and confused. Why 
was it that the only Africans we “knew” were our servants, 
and even then, only by their first names? Why was it 
whispered that Harriet, a school-mate, was a “tramp” be
cause she had been seen with an African boy? Why did we 
avoid the glances of Asian boys on the streets? Why was I 
so afraid of Victor, the “half-caste” boy who actually talked 
to me at the bus-stop— broke the unspoken taboo that 
divided us all?

These were vague questions, nagging at the back of my 
mind. But I had no answers and was hectically involved in 
being a teenager. I was an avid reader and loved the out
door news stand near the Post Office, where one could buy 
almost any magazine or newspaper from almost anywhere 
in the world. Time, Life, Better Homes and Gardens, The Lon
don Times— the world was at my finger-tips and I was hun
gry to explore it. I thrilled to the delights of Bazaar Road, 
where I bought silk stockings and fabrics that Vera Brablik 
tailored into pretty dresses. Mama bought me my first
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high-heeled shoes at the Italian shoe-store near the New 
Stanley Hotel. I soaked my net petticoats in starch to make 
them even fuller. I tried to straighten my unruly hair by 
ironing it.

I was mad for the BBC radio dramas broadcast from 
London. I was mad for the British Top Ten Pop Charts, 
broadcast by the British Forces Broadcasting Network in 
Nairobi every Friday night. And on Saturdays, I could rush 
down to Assanand’s, the music store near the Kenya Cin
ema, to buy the latest hit by Connie Frances, the Everly 
Brothers, Helen Shapiro or Cliff Richard and the Shadows. 
And when— oh amazing bliss— The Shadows actually per
formed in Nairobi, my friends and I thought that the three 
guitarists, singing their bland harmonies with a step for
ward, a step back, were the sexiest thing on this planet. 
From then on, our frequent Saturday night dances became 
raucous with rock ‘n roll, the hand-jive, and the twist, our 
minds always tuned to the latest fad in England or Amer
ica.

We spent our weekend afternoons flirting at the Nairobi 
Club swimming pool— unaware that this bastion of anti- 
Semitic British colonialism had refused my own father 
membership some years earlier. We went on safaris, camp
ing in the bush where we were more familiar with the pic
turesque tribal people than with our African urban 
neighbors. But racial barriers in Nairobi were slowly 
crumbling. With some older boys, I began to frequent the 
forbidden Sombrero Club, near the Nairobi Market, where 
African and Asian youths hung about drinking Tusker 
Lager. We eyed each other curiously.

As a teenager I was oblivious to local politics, but even I 
could feel the rumblings that rocked Nairobi’s party at
mosphere in the years before Independence. Tom Mboya
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and Oginga Odinga led rival political parties. Jomo Ken- 
yatta had been released from prison. Duncan, our cook, 
told me that after Independence, my little Fiat 600 would 
be his. Every week, friends— including Avril— left Kenya 
for good, their families terrified of what they believed 
would be a blood-bath. Now our parties were to say fare
well as boys and girls from the Duke Of York, the Prince 
Of Wales, St. Mary’s, Loreto Convent, The Boma and other 
local high schools flew off from Embakasi Airport or 
boarded the train for Mombasa, heading for the ships that 
would take them “home” to England or away to South 
Africa and Australia. My parents—Jewish refugees from 
Eastern Europe— had firmly made Kenya their home and 
had no intention of leaving. I studied hard for my “O ”- 
Levels and passed in 1962 with flying colors. Only two 
more years to the “A ”-Levels, I thought, and I too would 
leave Kenya to join my friends in England.

On December 12 , 1963, my family attended the Inde
pendence celebrations. There were very few other whites 
present. At midnight, the Duke of Edinburgh lowered the 
British flag and the Kenya flag was raised to a triumphant 
roar from a hundred thousand African throats. Just when 
we thought it was over, the last Mau Mau appeared in the 
floodlit arena— gaunt men with matted hair and ravaged 
bodies who had been living in the Mount Kenya forest for 
some ten years.

They laid down their arms before President Jomo Ken- 
yatta. And with that gesture, I knew that I, too, was liber
ated. There was nothing more to fear. The Freedom Fight
ers had won and I was free to stay or to go, to leave or re
turn. Kenya would find its own path, as I would mine.
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II. BAKSHEESH

Every day, I spend several hours at the YooKay Internet 
Cafe in Nairobi, which has now become my “office” . The 
day comes when I cannot find my very expensive and much 
treasured little Sony flash drive. Could I have left it at the 
Cafe? I drive all the way back there, hoping to recover it 
but feeling unreasonably despondent. Of course, I will 
never see it again, someone will have picked it up and kept 
it— after all, this is Kenya, where the gap between rich and 
poor is considered the widest in the world and the black 
market for electronic gadgets lives and dies on stolen 
goods.

When I ask the manager— a pretty young Kenyan with 
long, braided hair— if anyone has handed in a USB flash- 
drive, she raises her eyebrows. “Sony?” she asks. My heart 
leaps. “Yes!”

I thank her profusely. It is a moment of triumph. After 
all, we are bludgeoned daily by one scandal after another—  
government corruption more treacherous with each passing 
day, daylight robbery an accepted fact of life— so I greet 
this simple, honest act with elation.

As I climb the stairs to my favorite place at the bar, 
where I can plug in my own computer and order a fresh 
passion fruit juice and a delicious vegetable samosa, I am 
nagged by a troubling thought. Should I have given the 
manager a baksheesh? It would certainly have been ex
pected.

I am about to go downstairs with a five hundred shilling 
note clutched in my hand (about $7.00) when I stop my
self. Why should I pay someone for being honest? Why 
should this normal act of human kindness be rewarded
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with money?
I turn around and walk back upstairs. I need to think 

about this a little more.
Two days later, my sister and I are driving through Nai

robi’s notoriously crime-ridden center. We are headed for 
the Skylite Hotel— a four-story backstreet building in 
which a maze of tiny, cell-like rooms has been converted 
into illegal shops where West African traders sell beads, 
carvings and curios. In the passenger seat, I swelter in the 
mid-day heat, but can only open the broken window a 
crack.

My sister’s window is open about three inches. “Is your 
door locked?” she asks.

“Yes,” I sigh, weary of all the precautions one must take 
before braving these teeming lanes. I have stowed my 
purse on the floor below my seat, but my sister wears a 
tiny pouch to hold her cell phone and watch. The pouch 
itself hangs well below sight, but its narrow strap hugs her 
shoulder, visible through her window.

As traffic slows to a crawl, we both leap in fright when a 
young man pounds his fist against my door and points 
down to the front tire. As our attention is thus diverted, a 
little boy thrusts his skinny arm through my sister’s win
dow, snatches at the tell-tale shoulder strap and darts off 
with the pouch. In seconds, the accomplices have vanished 
in the crowd.

“Goddamn!” my sister yells. “Goddamn it! That’s the 
third time! Bloody hellY'

In my mind’s eye, I see only the frantic, white-rimmed 
eyes of the older youth; the flashing black arm of the child, 
muscled, snake-like, the practiced strength with which he 
ripped the strap from my sister’s shoulder.

“That really stinks,” I offer
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"Oh well,” my sister says," already putting the experi
ence behind her. "The mobile and the watch were both old 
and cheap— worthless, really— what’s gone is gone.”

She has already forgiven the thieves, for they are poorer 
than we and therefore their crime can be anticipated. In 
any case, we are wazungu (whites) in a black country— as 
Mama sometimes says, "the only drop of milk in the cof
fee”— so what else can we expect?

We are invited to a South African brei— a Sunday barbe
cue that traditionally starts at lunch time and continues 
until all hours. The hosts are Selma, a Danish woman em
ployed at the Danish Embassy, and her South African 
friend, Celine. Ranita, a Kenya-born Hindi arrives, along 
with Alice, an American journalist.

We sit outdoors around the large wooden table. The air 
is fresh from the new rains, thick with the scent of Franji 
Pani.Pink petals from a soaring Bombax tree waltz down 
into our Shandies. We lounge about, languidly waiting for 
lamb and corn and sausages and butternut pumpkin to 
roast slowly over Celine’s perfect coals.

"I just can’t get my cook to learn anything new,” she 
complains. "She does everything I tell her beautifully, but 
she has no initiative at all! I say, ‘Here’s the recipe book—  
now find all the recipes for pork and choose one that you 
would like to cook and tell me what I need to buy for it.’ 
he looks at me blankly and it’s just hopeless.”

"I know!” exclaims Ranita. "We have the same problem 
at home. Mother has to do all the cooking because Joseph 
only knows posho (corn meal) and sukurna iveeki (kale). It’s 
not just that they won’t learn new dishes— they won’t even 
try any new foods. What kind of mentality is that, I ask 
you?”

"Maybe a form of rebellion?” I suggest. "Or maybe they 
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are content with a very limited diet and think we are 
crazy— always worrying about new foods.”

“Oh, nonsense!” Ranita shouts. “Come on! They are 
employed like anyone else— they should have more pride 
and interest in their jobs.”

“Absolutely,” my sister agrees. “They’re lucky to have 
those jobs— we take care of them as though they were our 
own children. Without us, they would be starving on their 
sharnbas or living in some Nairobi slum on ten shillings a 
day, or losing their goats to the drought in the north.”

“Yes,” I agree. “We have worked out a perfect system of 
bondage.”

I am uncomfortable in this exchange, containing its own 
truth yet rite with echoes of old Colonialism in every sen
tence. Alice has been listening quietly all the while.

“I was recently in Mali,” she says, “being shown around 
a new development project. We were in a small village and 
invited to remain until dark. With great pomp and cere
mony, the village chief plugged a cable into an electric 
socket and one naked bulb lit up. Everyone applauded 
madly and drank beer in celebration and made endless 
speeches about this wonderful achievement.” Susan runs 
her hand through her short, grey-blonde hair. “But I was 
disgusted!” she continues.

“ ’What do you mean, great achievement?’ I asked. 
‘You’re raving over one light bulb? You should be 
ashamed of yourselves! Come on! You’ve had forty years of 
development aid— you should have had the whole village 
lit up by now.”

There is general agreement.
“You know,” Selma muses, her chunky body hunched 

over the table to emphasize her words, “In Denmark, we 
have to give 1.7%  of our gross national product to aid for
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developing countries/’
“Why?” I ask.
“Because we feel guilty, and we feel that we are obli

gated to help these poorer countries,” she replies.
“But isn’t that the root of the problem?” I ask. “Why do 

you feel obligated? Especially Danes— you hardly had any 
colonies— what do Danes have to do with African devel
opment?”

“Well, we are altruistic,” Selma replies, “and we can 
afford it. And of course, there are pay-offs in trade rela
tions.” However, she points out, the Kenya government 
recently passed a new law. The country is swarming with 
N G O ’s (non-governmental organizations) for everything 
from AIDS education to drought relief. Whereas such 
N G O ’s could previously administer and allocate their own 
funds, the new law dictates that such funds must first pass 
through a government agency, which also controls their 
allocation. Needless to say, very little money is actually 
passed on to the intended recipients and the Danish gov
ernment has drastically reduced its funding to Kenya.

“Maybe that’s a good thing,” Celine says. “Let all these 
people just clear out and let Kenyans get on with it. They 
don’t need us any more! It’s been forty-three years since 
Independence!”

“Ah no— we Hindis who live here need this!” Ranita 
exclaims. “You see, we are totally involved in developing 
our karma and gaining good points for darma— so we give, 
but it is totally selfish. I am telling you, worrying about 
our karmic points really keeps us on the straight and nar
row!”

In India, Ranita explains, the thriving economy is fu
eled by young Indians who have been educated abroad—  
primarily in Silicone Valley— and who return much richer
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than when they left. “They pour their money into schools, 
community projects, micro-finance— they come back and 
want to give to their country and also to do good clarma. 
Here in Kenya, the Africans do not have a sense of coun
try— it is all about the self, and the family— it never goes 
beyond that. And of course,” she adds, “there are powerful 
interests that have no intention of allowing Kenya to ‘de
velop.’”

My sister relates her newest chunk of gossip. The film 
The Constant Gardener, which was shot in Kenya, has just 
been released here. The English musician who composed 
the score for it has been given twenty-four hours to leave 
the country. “The government didn’t like the film,” my 
sister says. “It came too close to the bone, so they are de
porting anyone who was associated with it. This composer 
is married to a Kenyan, has three children and supports 
twenty-seven others,” she says, “but the government wants 
him out.”

“No, that’s not it,” Ranita says. “You can bet that 
some politician covets that bit of business, wants to buy 
into it, so they have to remove the competition. Look—  
they tried to shut down the Nakumat chain of supermar
kets, which are Indian-owned, for the same reason. Some
body wants that chunk of the pie, that’s all.”

Overhead, the sky has clouded over. A brisk breeze sets 
up a susurrus rustle in a pepper tree. Any moment now, it 
will pour. The party is over. On the way home, my sister 
and I drive along Spring Valley Road. Tall acacia trees lean 
forward, their yellow trunks forming a luminous tunnel 
through which we pass. As the first heavy drops fall, red 
dust spatters up in tiny ferrous discs.

My sister’s cell phone rings. It is Lkaitasian, a Samburu 
friend who has helped her with her safaris in the north. His
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fourteen-year-old niece is in Kenyatta Hospital, awaiting 
heart surgery, and he needs more money from my sister to 
buy food for her, since the hospital does not provide any.

My sister agrees to meet him the next day, but as she 
ends the conversation, her shoulders sink and she is almost 
in tears. “I just can’t handle it any more,” she says. She has 
already given Lkaitasian some forty thousand shillings 
(about $500) — a vast fortune in this country, and spent 
hours on the phone trying to raise funds for the surgery.

Last week, her maid’s mother died and she had to pro
vide the bus fare and part of the funeral expenses. In the 
same week, her gardener Silvano had to attend a court case 
involving a dispute over his land. My sister pays his bus 
fare every time he travels the five hundred miles home, and 
gives him money for food. She pays the lawyer. She bribes 
the authorities for him. And because she has helped these 
members of her staff, she will have to help Koske , her 
Samburu watchman whose goats were stolen by the Pokot. 
My sister has a hard time making a living herself, but the 
financial support of one’s staff is an unwritten rule. They 
are indeed “family.”

At home, slightly bored, we spin through Kenya’s five 
TV channels, hoping perhaps for a bad movie— or even a 
good one. The hot news today is that about four billion 
dollars worth of cocaine— which had been captured as it 
was smuggled into Kenya— have been officially destroyed. 
We see shots of the flames leaping from an iron furnace, 
masked men throwing in the half-pound plastic bags, 
happy politicians. Thick clouds of black smoke escape the 
incinerator’s chimney. The newscaster announces that a 
judge has officially declared the removal of the cocaine to 
be complete— but that incidentally, half of the stash, 
which had been in storage for about four years, seems to be
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missing. “Of course!” we crow in unison. We have been 
following the decidedly weird story of two Armenians who 
were recently arrested in Kenya.

They appeared on television, wearing sunglasses and 
prominent gold crosses around their necks, and were at 
first accused of being mercenaries, but their story was that 
they were “ just the accountants” in a business deal for the 
wife of a very prominent government official. They had no 
idea, they claimed, what was being traded— they simply 
handled the money. According to my sister’s undisclosed 
sources, the Armenians were indeed the conduits for the 
drug deal, and the missing half had been secretly collected 
by none other than the politician’s wife. A week after their 
arrest, the Armenians were spirited out of the country, 
never to be seen again. Could it be that there was a pay-off 
somewhere in this story?

It seems that anyone can be bought.
The next time I go to the YooKay Internet Cafe, a 

young man approaches me. “Me, it is I who found your 
flash drive,” he says. He smiles disarmingly, clearly wait
ing for his baksheesh.

“Thank you so much!” I say. “That was such a kind 
thing to do. I really appreciate it. Thank you, thank you!”

I turn back to my work. No baksheesh.
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Wox Hiseii
by Ava Hamilton

We took a drive up to our beautiful mountains west of 
Boulder. We have not taken that drive in many 
years...since the last century. The temperature was just 
right with the windows open, the wind whipping your 
hair. Del asked, how is it that just two strands can escape 
and annoy you. We went to Brainard Lake, it was 
closed— still snow packed. We drove on down the moun
tains. Off to the side, Del spotted Wox Hiseii and 
her cub. We stopped to look at those two very, very black 
bears. In all the years that I have lived here I have never 
seen bears. They were round and healthy lumbering along 
the ridge and over. Wow! That is my 
name— Bear Woman. Wox Hiseii (you don't use the regu
lar phonetic pronunciation, you say it sort of like you're 
going to cough something up, waugh and his say). We me
andered on down, enjoying that fresh pine forest smell. We 
found a spot for Del to fish, I made snacks. Those oysters 
sure were good. We prayed and thanked water spirits. I 
had absolutely no gift to leave...Del had tobacco. I left a 
shiny nickel.



Why Dogs Appear Unexpect
edly In Poems

by James Lee Jobe

There's not enough barking, we've all become too polite! 
We wear nice suits and make our Toyota payments on 
time. No dog-houses either; we live in suburban 
neighborhoods and keep our New Yorker subscription 
current, we are reflective. After too much of that we need 
to dig holes and pee on fenceposts. So dogs appear, with 
matted fur and foul odors, right in the middle of some 
unsuspecting poem. And we are stuck with it.



Mini Acrostic
by Janice M. Putney

Guess the words defined below and write them over their num
bered dashes. Then transfer each letter to the correspondingly 
yiumbered square in the pattern. Black squares indicate word 
endings. The filled pattern will contain a quotation reading 
from left to right. The first letters of the guessed words will form 
an acrostic giving the author's name and the title of the work.

A. British treat __ __ __ __ __
53 1 17 59 6

It may come over
a crowd 78 26 83 42

Ta-ta to Tati
66 5 58 46 85

Old English friends
57 9 4 33 87

Alonso to Prospero
32 69 39 54 20

Channel offering
29 8 3 72

It was the thing to catch
the king’s conscience 88 19 82 14

It has a big mouth
8 9 7 i 50 40
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I. Warwickshire flower

j. Like a 1 7 ,l‘-century 
manuscript

K. Unit of comedy?

L Cast

M. Audience

N. Push and then some

O. Connecticut’s Stratford,
for one

P. Norse verse collection

Q. Speaker of the quote

R. It sometimes thickens

S. Off the wall reaction

T. Put on

U. Popular medium
with “the”

1 43  I

47 67 90 56

27 79 74 37

68 1 22 1 7

77 34 65 16 10 13

8i 9

1 °°
1 ^ 84 4 i

23 92 64 73 2

49 63 44 95

28 60 76 12

11 61 36 55 4 18 30

9 i 75 5 i 96

35 86 38 43

62 80 24 15 93

25 52 45 70
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Our Arrival
by Hasanthika Sirisena

MY PARENTS STARED OUT FROM T H E  EM PTY WAITING  

room of the airport and realized they did not know where 
they were. My father had written a name of a town—  
Goldsboro, North Carolina— an address, and a few phone 
numbers in a date book. But, in the rush of events, he had 
not really thought about, even dared imagine, what this 
place would be like. He wasn’t even sure where in America 
North Carolina was. He knew only, as Dr. Kieslowski the 
Director at Cherry Hospital had explained, it was some
where in the southern part of the country.

My father, a psychiatrist, had prepared for this trip wor
ried the hospital’s job offer might be, at any moment, re
scinded, and he had not taken the precautions he might 
normally have. He had not even bothered to look on a 
map. In the few minutes afforded to think about some
thing other than moving his wife, daughter, and every
thing valuable he owned from England and Sri Lanka to 
North Carolina, when the person giving him directions 
told him he should fly to the Rocky Mount-Wilson Air
port and someone would be there to meet him and his fam
ily, he had imagined he would land somewhere in the 
mountains. Rocky Mount became Rocky Mountains. Now 
he looked across the empty gravel parking lot, across the 
highway, and saw flat land, fields of corn and another plant 
he did not recognize— broad, thick leaves shuddering in
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the breeze.
Since the plane’s landing, the sky had slowly turned a 

dark smoky grey, like ink wash seeping through paper. My 
father was too busy scrutinizing the date book—  
somewhere it contained the directions he so desperately 
needed— to notice the change in the weather. But my 
mother heard thunder approaching.

Other than that rumbling, our surroundings were quiet. 
Colombo, where she grew up, was a big city thronged with 
people and animals and clouded by diesel exhaust and clay 
dust. She still tells me, thirty years later, the quiet more 
than anything else made her afraid.

The year was August 1975. It had been seven months 
since my parents had last met and three years since they 
lived in the same country. My father left Sri Lanka in 1972 
so that he could finish a residency in Canterbury. My 
mother stayed behind. Now, when they needed each other 
the most, they’d lost the ability to talk, to admit their vul
nerability. Instead my mother shifted her purse from one 
shoulder to the other and pointed to the only pay phone in 
the airport. But the currency exchange at Heathrow had 
provided my father with large bills and no coins. They 
both stood quietly not knowing what else to do. My 
mother shifted her purse from shoulder to shoulder; my 
father stared at the hastily scrawled phone numbers.

A young man in an orange jumpsuit— we’d noticed him 
earlier removing the luggage from the propjet that had 
brought us here— walked by the waiting room window. 
He stopped in mid-stride and peered at us. He wore the 
expression of someone who had stumbled on some strange 
exhibit in a far corner of a museum. It’s almost laughable 
now, thinking of what this man saw: my father in his
tweed, Marks & Spencer’s suit, my mother in her sari, me
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in a gingham and lace frock. Even though I was only six 
years old, I knew, when he looked at me, I must stare 
straight ahead into the cornfield. He walked away, but a 
few minutes later, returned and tapped on the window He 
motioned to my parents. We did not know what this man 
expected so we pretended not to see. Finally, the young 
man came inside. “I can’t let y ’all just stand here.” When 
we didn’t respond, he repeated himself again, slowly this 
time. “I got to lockup,” he said.

Without acknowledging him, my father picked up our 
suitcases and took them outside. The man tried to help, 
but my father waved him away. We stood outside, more 
lost and desolate than we had ever been in all those years 
apart. I was shivering, despite the fact it was at least eighty 
degrees.

After he finished locking up, the man stopped beside 
my mother. She must have looked the strangest— and the 
most beautiful— draped in a sari, her hair slicked back in a 
tight bun.

“Where y ’all from?” the man asked. “India?”
When they didn’t answer him, he stared into the corn

field as if searching for whatever we saw there. “I ’m going 
to leave now. I can give y ’all a ride somewhere.”

My mother looked at him then. She noticed his slim 
build and his fine hair, already thinning at the temples. He 
had blue eyes, like the movie stars on the painted bill
boards advertising the American films. She’d never before 
imagined such a plain man in the middle of nowhere could 
have eyes so blue.

She thought about asking him if there was a telephone 
my father could use but then wondered if anyone knew we 
had arrived. There were only two other passengers on the 
plane. Had either one noticed us? There existed somewhere
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a record of us boarding the flight, but how long before 
anyone wondered where we were or thought to look for us? 
It occurred to her for the first time that what we were do
ing, coming here like this, might be considered dangerous.

“Our friend will be here soon,” she said.
The man nodded as if she’d given the correct answer to 

his question. “If you need, ma’m, there’s a gas station a 
little more than half mile from here.” The man peered 
down the feeble strip of tar, bleached grey from the sun, 
and pointed. “Over there,” he said as if he had just spotted 
what he was looking for.

I watched as he loped toward a pick-up truck. I was 
sorry to see him ago. A few minutes after the man drove 
off, a red Chevelle pulled up. A young woman hopped out. 
“I apologize for being late Dr. De Fonseka,” she called as 
she opened the trunk. The first drops of rain began to fall 
as my father hauled the luggage over.

The woman helped my father lift our suitcases into the 
trunk while my mother hustled me into the backseat. I 
heard the woman tell my father her name, Patricia. She 
wiped her hand on her shirtfront before offering it and 
grinned apologetically. “I was just smoking. Most people 
don’t like to get the smell of cigarette smoke on them.”

My father shook her hand and asked her to call him by 
his name, Vijay. He then told her my mother’s name, 
Aruni.

When we were all in the car, my father in the front pas
senger seat and my mother and me in the back, Patricia 
turned to us, and declared, “Welcome, to North Carolina.” 
She winked at me and leaned through the gap between the 
driver’s seat and the passenger’s. Her skin smelled of some
thing strong and bitter. The inside of the car was tinged 
with that same bitter smell.
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“Ain’t you the prettiest thing?” she cooed. “What’s your 
name, hon?”

“Jin i.” I was tiny for my age with a big head, thick 
black hair, and huge, saucer shaped eyes. I was used to 
people, women especially, commenting on how cute I was, 
and I reveled in the attention, usually trying to fuel it as 
much as possible. But this time I glanced over at mother 
and I saw what I expected. The quick pursing of her lips. 
The light-speed flutter of eyelids. I knew this reaction 
well.

Patricia was tall and thin, all neck, beak, and leg like 
some giant, exotic stork. She wore a red sleeveless shirt 
with two long ruffles down the front. Her thick, wiry hair 
was pulled at the nape of her neck with a silver barrette in 
the shape of a prancing pony. She was attractive, exuber
ant. My father had noticed this right away and thought 
Patricia appealing; he’d imagined American women would 
look and act like her. My mother had seen on the streets of 
Colombo western women, white women, like Patricia, well 
put-together and all-knowing. They thought it was their 
privilege to do and say what they want.

Patricia suggested we keep the windows rolled down. 
“I ’m sorry I was smoking in here,” she said. Another minus 
against her. She should have realized she was picking up a 
family. As Patricia pulled the car from the airport parking 
lot, rain came down in warm, thick sheets that drenched 
the side of my face. My mother leaned across me and 
quickly rolled up my window. The water spread across the 
glass, and all the color bled from the landscape in harried 
trickles.

We drove in silence for a little while. After a few min
utes, the rain let up and we could make out the country
side.
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“What’s that plant?’’ my father asked.
“Tobacco. North Carolina’s cash crop.’’ Patricia smiled 

grimly. “That which will kills us also makes us richer.” 
After a long pause, Patricia added, “All of us at the hospi
tal are real glad y ’all agreed to come.”

“You’re kind to give us a lift,” my father said. My 
mother stared out her window determined not to like 
Patricia.

“I ’m just glad to be able to help out a fellow doctor. 
We re going to be working in the same unit, you know.” 

Patricia braked suddenly; my father braced himself to 
keep from hitting the dashboard. A truck carrying hogs, 
one layer stacked on another, pulled up next to the car. 
Through the rain-smeared windshield, I could just make 
out the animal bodies, writhing and squirming against 
each other. Patricia cursed as the truck careened into the 
lane in front of them. “Sorry about that. The main high
way’s flooded and now every crazy asshole is going to be on 
this road, driving like a maniac, thinking they got a right 
to be somewhere faster then anyone else.”

“How long before we get to Goldsboro,” my mother 
demanded. It had been hours since she’d spoken, and her 
voice cracked. My father turned and looked at her curi
ously.

“Only about forty minutes, God and weather willing.” 
My father leaned his head back against the seat and 

closed his eyes. I wanted to stay awake and study this new 
place that was going to be my home, but jet lag overcame 
me, as it eventually overcame my mother. We must have 
slept deeply and for a long time.

I imagine it happened this way:
My father woke up before the rest of us. He found the
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car had stopped, and Patricia was gone. A line of cars ex
tended ahead and behind. He looked into the backseat, saw 
us asleep, and considered getting out and trying to find 
Patricia. But an irrigation ditch, roiling with mud and 
debris, flanked the passenger side.

On the other side of the ditch was a field left fallow. 
Three figures wearing slickers tramped across the mud and 
navigated between the remains of desiccated cornstalks. 
When they reached the far end of the field, one of the fig
ures held up a long, dark stick and pointed it toward a 
coppice. There was a brief blaze of orange, and the figure 
handed the stick to the person behind. Two of the rain- 
coated figures walked forward a few feet and crouched in 
the mud. When they stood, my father saw they were try
ing to haul a large, heavy body. They stepped gingerly 
through the mud, struggling it seemed to keep hold.

My father rolled down the window to get a better view. 
He knew America was a violent place. He and his col
leagues in Canterbury had followed closely the case of 
Charles Manson. The English papers had featured news 
reports about race riots on the streets and in the schools. 
One of his friends even liked the Dirty Harry films, and 
though he had never seen one, he knew the movies in
volved a lot of shooting and killing. But this scene was too 
absurd, too out of the ordinary, to be frightening.

He heard the grunting first. A large hog bounded from 
between two parked cars and hurtled into the drainage 
ditch. It struggled up the embankment into the field. He 
looked back at the two figures in the field and realized 
they were carrying the body of a large hog.

The third figure, the one carrying the gun, a young 
woman it turned out, ran to a pickup parked on the side of 
the road. She was still cleaning out the flatbed when
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Patricia returned.
Patricia slid into the driver’s side seat and tried to shake 

the water from her arms and legs. “Remember that truck 
with the hogs? It skidded and flipped over.”

“Those people shot a pig in that field.”
Patricia leaned forward and peered through my father’s 

window. “Pig-picking this weekend,” Patricia laughed.
“Isn’t anyone going to stop them?” he asked. “Don’t the 

pigs belong to someone?”
“The cops and the firefighters are busy trying to clean 

up the dead and injured hogs. They don’t care what hap
pens to the living.” Patricia tried to wipe the dripping 
water from her eyes. “Anyway, you don’t want live hogs 
running around all over the place. They’ll destroy people’s 
crops.”

“How long will we have to wait?” he asked.
“Don’t know. They got a lot of mess to clean up.”
My father was so engrossed by what was happening in 

the field he didn’t notice the sheriff approaching the car 
until Patricia rolled down the window. “M’am, we’re look
ing for a nurse or a doctor,” the sheriff said. “We have 
someone who needs help.”

“I ’m a doctor.” Patricia pointed at my father. “So’s he.” 
The sheriff didn’t acknowledge my father in any way. 
“Who’s injured? The truck driver?” But the trooper only 
motioned to Patricia to get out of the car.

My father tried to wake my mother but when he shook 
her she groaned and clutched me closer. “What about my 
family?” he asked.

“They’re tired. Just leave them,” Patricia said as she got 
out of the car. “They’ll be okay here.”

Even though father was a head taller than the sheriff he 
had to double his pace to keep up. Patricia trailed slightly
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behind both of them, calling out questions the sheriff ig
nored. The sheriff seemed uninterested in either of them 
and determined only to get them to the accident scene.

They passed car after car, windows turned opaque in the 
rain. They tramped past a small, clapboard church with a 
signboard on wheels. A young man was already rearrang
ing the letters to read:

T H E N  T H E  DEMONS CAME OUT OF T H E  MAN 

AND E N T E R E D  T H E  SW IN E,

AND T H E  HERD RUSHED DOWN T H E  S TEEP  

BANK AND INTO T H E LAKE.

They passed one empty pickup truck, gun missing from 
gun rack.

“People keep guns in their cars?” my father asked.
Without breaking stride, the sheriff turned his head and 

stared at him.
“He just arrived here,” Patricia offered. “This after

noon.”
“Be careful where you step,” the sheriff said. “You don’t 

want to get mud,” he paused, “on your suit.” The sheriff 
emphasized the word ‘suit’ as if delivering the punch line 
to a joke.

The road teamed with men in uniform— county sheriff, 
state trooper, and local police. A line of orange cones and 
road flairs signaled the beginning of the accident site. The 
sheriff, my father, and Patricia passed the remnants of a 
truck tire: strips of rubber, the texture of alligator skin, 
and metal lay in the road. A rapid, staccato popping fol
lowed by what sounded like gears screeching.

“Christ, what is that noise?” Patricia whispered.
He thought at first the source of the sound was me

chanical. Perhaps a piece of the truck had come loose. Then 
he saw the first dead hogs.
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A group ot men were slowly pulling them to the side 
and piling them in heaps along the roadside. Their bodies 
were still intact but legs, forequarters, hindquarters jutted 
in unnatural angles. Bone pressed through skin and necks 
were snapped. All three of them covered their noses to 
keep from gagging on the stench of fecal matter, a barn
yard times one-hundred. Up ahead, my father could see the 
intermittent flash of gunfire and realized the sound they 
heard was living— the screams of the surviving hogs.

The sheriff took them to a police car parked on the em
bankment. The passenger side door was open a young, 
light-skinned black man sat sideways on the seat. His legs 
stretched out onto the tar. He held a bloodied piece of 
cloth to his right forearm.

The sheriff gestured at the man. “One of y ’all see to 
him.” He said the word ‘him’ with same scornful tone 
he’d used to say the word suit. “The other one come with 
me.”

About a hundred feet ahead, a sedan had plunged into 
the drainage ditch; a truck lay overturned. The crate that 
contained the hogs had splintered but otherwise the truck 
seemed surprisingly undamaged, as if some giant hand had 
picked it up and had carefully rested it back down.

“Where are the drivers?” asked Patricia. “They alright?”
“Well there’s a young woman whose injured and that’s 

who I want you to take a look at,” replied the sheriff. The 
truck driver’s dead,”

“Someone ought to take a look at him too.”
The sheriff gave Patricia the once over, slowly and de

liberately. “I know what dead looks like.”
Patricia stared at the remnants of the truck, waiting for 

the sheriff to finish studying her. My father felt sorry for 
her. “All I ’m saying is there ain’t no harm in being sure,”
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she said.
“Alright, if you’re so gung ho to see a corpse then I ’ll 

take you.’’
“Do you want me to go?” my father whispered to 

Patricia.
“Don’t worry. I know how to handle him.” She winked.
“When you’re fixed,” the sheriff said to the injured offi

cer, “I suggest you walk down this line of cars here. People 
are out in the fields shooting at the hogs. See that they 
don’t shoot each other.”

The officer stared at the road. “They’ll probably try and 
shoot me,” he said softly when the sheriff and Patricia had 
gone.

The officer sat doubled over; his dark skin ashen. He 
had a youthful face and could not be far past his mid
twenties, but his wiry hair had already begun to grey at 
the temples. He smiled sheepishly as my father unwrapped 
the makeshift bandage— a man’s shirt— to reveal a deep 
gash. “Got bitten by one of those hogs,” he explained. He 
gestured with his good hand to a point behind my father. 
“I thought it was dead, and I tried to move it.” My father 
turned his head to look. The animal seemed to pass in and 
out of consciousness. Ever so often, it would whimper.

He turned back to the officer’s injury. “It’s a nasty 
wound,” my father told him. “You should go to hospital. 
At the least you need stitches.”

“I ’ll be alright. I can’t make too much off a fuss or I ’ll 
never hear the end of it.” My father started to unwrap the 
makeshift bandage. “What kind of doctor are you any
way?” the officer asked.

“A psychiatrist.” The police officer jerked back slightly 
as if wanting to pull his hand away. “It’s alright. I know 
what I ’m doing. But I need a first aid kit.” The officer told
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him he’d find a small one in the trunk of the car. After 
he’d found what he needed, my father took of his suit 
jacket and placed it on the backseat. He hadn’t realized 
how hot he felt. The air against the fabric of his shirt and 
his skin was a relief.

He finished unwrapping the officer’s wound and placed 
a piece of gauze over it.

“Where you work at?” the officer asked as my father 
rewrapped his arm.

“Cherry Hospital.”
“I should have guessed. Lot of foreign doctors at Cherry 

Hospital. I ’ve been called out there a few times myself. 
Doctors are always real nice. Most of them. But they never 
seem to stay for long. “ My father placed pressure on the 
wound and raised the officer’s arm high so the wound was 
positioned above the officer’s heart, “Maybe it ain’t the 
kind of place you stay at stuck out here in the middle of 
nowhere.” The officer was too busy thinking about how 
much his arm hurt, to notice the change in my father’s 
expression. He wouldn’t have understood the look of dis
appointment anyway.

Patricia walked up to the car, hands tucked into her 
short pockets. “How’s the driver?” the officer asked.

“Dead. Like the sheriff said.”
“Maybe someone should call an ambulance,” my father 

suggested. He pointed to the officer. “He needs to be 
treated in a hospital.”

“Ambulances are still hard to get around here,” said the 
officer. “We have to call a hospital and see if they can send 
one. In weather like this, we have trouble getting them to 
come out this far.”

Behind my father, the hog lifted its head and tried to 
push its front legs forward. It started to grunt and squeal
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in frustration.
The police officer looked up at Patricia. ‘‘You Lumbee?” 
Patricia stared at the hog. “Haliwa-Saponi.”
“I knew it. I can always tell. I ’m one-eighth Cherokee 

myself.” He grinned and pointed at my father with his 
good hand. "Hey, we all three of us have that in common. 
W e’re all Indians.” He chuckled at his own joke.

The pig let out a wail.
‘‘Don’t you have a gun or something to shoot it with?” 

muttered Patricia.
"Sure, but— ”
"He’s bleeding heavily,” my father said. "He should 

keep the arm elevated.”
"Give me your gun then,” demanded Patricia.
“No ma’m. You know I ain’t going to do that.”
"It’s suffering. You can’t just leave it like that.”
The pig now squealed unceasingly. The sound threaded 

its way up my father’s spine and, like a fine piece of thread, 
pulled my father’s shoulder blades together. Patricia 
plugged her ears with her fingers and turned away. My 
father felt the officer shudder. He told him to keep his arm 
raised— so the bleeding wouldn’t start again— and stood 
up. He began searching the side of the road. A few yards 
away, he saw what he was looking for: a piece of metal 
pipe.

He picked it up. It was heavy and long, reaching nearly 
the full length of his body. It felt cold and rough in his 
hands. My father wiped the rain from it, gripped the mid
dle and tested it against the road once. When he was a 
child, he’d seen his father do this to an injured dog. He 
approached the animal, which had given up struggling and 
lay crying. The rain had lessened a little, but water still 
dripped down his forehead and into his eyes. He closed
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them, just for a minute.
He lifted the pipe as if he were about to swing a cricket 

bat and brought it down hard. The flesh and bone of the 
animal’s skull gave way easily; the metal clanged as it met 
the road. The impact jarred the bones in my father’s arms 
and shoulders, his spine. He felt for a minute as if he were 
the one shattered. When he looked down, he saw the hog’s 
skull had caved in. A bloodied eye floated in a pulpy mass 
staring up at him. The eyelid still moved, as if winking. 
My father raised the piece of pipe and brought it down a 
second time and third time.

“Stop it!’’ he heard a woman yell as he readied for the 
fourth blow. He thought, at first, it was Patricia. “What 
are you doing? Stop!” He looked up and realized my 
mother was standing in the middle of the road. Her hair, 
loosened by the rain, hung in thick tendrils plastered to 
the side of her face and neck. The folds of her sari drooped 
like the limp petals of a dying blossom.

Some minutes after my father and Patricia had left with 
the sheriff, my mother had woken up. She’d nudged me 
awake and told me to wait while she tried to find out what 
happened.

She had made her way up the road, past the church, and 
the debris from the accident. The young man from the 
airport recognized her when she walked by his truck— how 
many women in saris did he see in a day? He got out and 
followed. The gunfire had grown infrequent now and the 
noise my father and Patricia had heard as they first ap
proached had almost ceased. The crew had succeeded in 
cleaning many of the hogs from the side of the road, and, 
even though she saw the carcasses piled up, my mother was 
still too groggy from the jet lag to truly understand what 
had happened. When she saw my father she was horrified;
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it did not occur to her he might be doing it for a good rea
son.

When he realized it was my mother who had yelled at 
him, my father froze, the pipe still in his hands. Everyone 
waited, nobody sure what to say or do next. It was the 
young man in the orange jumpsuit who spoke first “Let 
me walk you back to your car, ma’m. This ain’t the kind of 
place someone like you should be at.” My mother turned 
around not knowing what else to do, and the young man 
followed her back to Patricia’s car, keeping always a re
spectful distance.

After my mother left, my father knelt in front of the 
police officer. Neither the officer or Patricia said a word. 
My father described in a matter-or-fact, unwavering voice 
what the officer needed to do to make sure his wound did 
not become infected.

My mother did not look at him for the rest of the ride to 
Goldsboro. I did though. I stared and stared. I studied the 
bloodstains on his face and on his arms, and I knew some
thing horrible had happened, but I did not dare ask what. 
And when we finally got to our temporary apartment at 
Cherry Hospital, my father went to the bathroom and took 
a shower while my mother stood for a long time in the 
kitchen. They didn’t speak about the incident on the road 
again. It was Patricia, many years later, who told me what 
happened.
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I Watch My Friends
by Edith Chevat

I watch my friends grow older:

One, a potter, hobbled now by arthritis, 
is disappearing before my eyes.
Soon there will be nothing left 
but eyes, ears, a smile—  
blinding from the fire in the heart.
She is 85.

Another goes to therapy once a week to kvetch.
She can’t get through the week without it, she says.
She feels betrayed by her body—  
damaged lungs, sugar out of control, macular 

degeneration,
She who drove a taxi at night to provide 
for her fatherless children, 
who lived in public housing in Harlem, 
who worked on a kibbutz to keep her children safe from 

drugs,
unable to walk a block now without gasping for breath, 
happy to sit in the garden listening to the birds.
She is 83.

Another, a widow for almost two years, 
still unaccepting that she is alone,
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no one to tell her her skirt is too short;
no one to remind her to buy milk,
who told me when my husband died that God decides.
Now she says there is no God.
She just turned 79.

One has been free from cancer for five years.
Now she is also free of the certainty 
that she would die before seventy-five.
She volunteers as a teacher of English to the foreign born; 
she is part of an ongoing Spanish conversation group; 
she travels, goes to the theater, dance recitals, movies, 
museums, visits the health club regularly, 
her nieces, nephews, sister provide the family she needs. 
She is having the time of her life.
She is 75.

Another is looking forward to the next year.
Forgotten is the knee replacement, 
the four colonoscopies in a row.
She will have a retrospective of her work, 
curated by her husband some twenty years younger, 
a musical made from a book she wrote long ago.
She just turned 80.

There are others:
One who does not worry about herself
but worries and cares for her ninety-one-year-old husband.
One who at 81 worries about providing
for her fifty-year-old unmarried daughter.
One at 66 who does not think of growing old at all 
because she has an eighty-eight-year-old mother, 
and she is not yet a grandmother.
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One a veteran of countless demonstrations, 
battling cancer that has spread, 
dependent on blood transfusions for energy.
Another, in remission, worries that people will find out 
she had a child born out of wedlock, 
and so raised by relatives.
One at 96, confined to home 
because of leaky heart valves, 
still teaches, recites poetry, plays Scrabble.

I could go on making lists.
But I am one of them.
I am each of them.
A company of women, 
keeping company 
as we go forward.
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Still Standing
by Rebecca A lla rd

I moved to New York fro?n Sweetwater, Texas, in 1970. I pursued 
an acting career and married my college boyfriend Bob in 1975- 
Shortly thereafter I met A l Black—a recently paroled murderer, 
drug dealer and pimp— with whom I had a relationship, both dur
ing my brief marriage and for the next sixteen years. This chapter of 
my memoir takes place in Greenwich Village in the pivotal summer of 
1978.

WITH T H E  SANCTUARY OF DAVID S ACTING STUDIO GO NE,  

I turned my full attention to Al. He had been accepted as a 
student at The College for Human Services (CHS), a new 
community action college with a curriculum that sparked 
his interest and paid him to attend class. One of the goals 
of CHS was to train black and Hispanic students to learn 
how to improve their own neighborhoods. Luckily, their 
building was just a few blocks from my apartment in the 
Village.

When A l’s school began in June, he showed me his 
schedule. I was astonished at how challenging and radical 
it was. Books I had never heard of on the philosophy of 
social change, economic studies on how to resurrect 
neighborhoods riddled with crime. By the end of the first 
week, Al was devouring the school’s methodologies. He 
spent hours teaching me, too, so together we could create a 
way to handle the folks who hated seeing my fair freckles 
next to his ebony muscle. Each crystal, a revised concept of
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what I knew as semesters, required a constructive action—  
a paper on each student’s actual community project.

Was this approach something we could use? A 1 was still 
fighting the parole board to shorten his time to comply 
with the judge’s order. When we first got together, I was 
shocked by his stories of a parole officer harassing Sarah 
into letting him into their apartment at Westbeth when 
A 1 wasn’t there. If they came here would I know what to 
do? I didn’t want to think about it.

Often, A 1 came back in the morning after staying up 
until two or three, polishing his papers. When I asked why 
he didn’t go home earlier so he could get more sleep, he 
said after waiting all his life for me, he could stand any
thing if it gave us more time together.

Bob was the opposite. It was clear that he’d manipulated 
me into breaking up our menage a trots. And now that we 
were back together, Bob had pretty much removed himself 
from our daily life, even working on weekends. I didn’t 
care. It was easier not to look at him and remember his 
words in my mouth, “best if we end this now__”

My days seemed lifeless when A 1 was in class. I was em
barrassed to sit around the apartment, finding excuses not 
to go on auditions. So I committed to audition for any
thing listed in the trade papers, sometimes coming close to 
success with callbacks for an N YU  student film, and an 
interview with Juliet Taylor, the casting director, who 
counted Woody Allen among her clients. She was gracious, 
but I covered up my nervousness with an attitude of fa
miliarity that I had no right to assume. When she asked 
me questions, I was unprepared. I had no profound in
sights on my art or myself. Somehow with David gone to 
California, my skill, as well as my confidence, had shut 
down. Within twenty minutes I was standing in the steel
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and glass lobby of the G ulf & Western Building, with a 
gut full of nails, knowing I had blown the opportunity of a 
lifetime.

Near the end of June, A 1 called to say Sarah had left for 
the summer tour of her one-woman show. Under different 
circumstances, I would have loved to meet her. Ask her 
how she got her bookings, where she studied. But in the 
life I was living, I was jealous of everything about her. A 1 
lived with her, and she was a working actress. But today 
she was gone. I stepped out into the balmy afternoon for 
our long-anticipated rendezvous at his place— Westbeth.

In the ’60s the National Endowment for the Arts had 
created Westbeth, subsidized lofts for artists, from the 
abandoned Bell Telephone Laboratories on the fringe of the 
West Village by the Hudson River. I had envisioned a 
creative, open community. But as A 1 described it, political 
infighting and a number of recent suicides had left a pall 
over the residents.

As I rounded the corner on Bethune Street, the Hudson 
River popped into the distance. The sunlight bounced off 
its tiny waves, making them twinkle like diamonds. The 
breeze showered me in cleansing salt air. I practically 
skipped the last block— all worries left behind.

When I stepped off the elevator, the stark halls re
minded me of a dormitory with hard surfaces bouncing 
sound around like an empty warehouse. But when A 1 
opened his door, the industrial chill melted as he wel
comed me into warm wooden floors, windows filled with 
plants, a living room littered with guitar, bass, trumpet, 
and his cat, Beggar, a yellow tiger stray, who followed him 
home one night.

I had imagined A 1 in his white shorts and sneakers, 
practicing his instruments, but the domestic joy as he de
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scribed each plant, surprised me. “There was nothing here 
but the bare essentials when I moved in,” A 1 said, stroking 
the leaves of the largest spider plant. “But I told Sarah I 
couldn’t live like that.”

The homey comfort of the living room melted when A 1 
asked, “What are you doing with all those tight clothes 
on?” As he slowly pulled off my T-shirt, I felt a new release 
of freedom. Nothing around me was Bob’s or mine. Noth
ing reminded me of my tidy, empty married life. Every
thing at that moment was A l’s or Sarah’s. Sarah, who was 
away, whom A 1 didn’t love, wasn’t in charge here. I was, 
claiming A 1 and myself.

The bedroom was furnished with one layer of foam rub
ber on the floor. I felt as if I ’d entered a bohemian hide
away. I ’d never imagined anyone living like that. I shut 
out my peach bedspread from Bloomingdale’s that I took 
ridiculous pride in. This was the real artist’s New York, 
and with damp palms and a racing heart, I surrendered my 
last bits of good-girl. We made love all afternoon to a 
background score of trucks backfiring, as my spine crashed 
through the soft rubber into the hard wood. On my way 
out, aglow with sex, tummy rubs, and coffee, I noticed a 
piece of paper taped to the wall by the front door. It was a 
copy of a flyer announcing a slave auction. I heard A 1 walk 
up behind me.

“So I can remind myself, every time I go out into the 
world, of what’s waiting for me.”

With summer at full bore, A 1 asked what I liked to do—  
ride bikes, go swimming, sit in Washington Square Park 
and smoke a joint? I confessed that I ’d never gone out 
much, and the next day he showed up to “change my 
luck.” As we walked out of my building, I waved to the
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couple who ran the laundry. Each gave me a stony stare 
and turned their backs.

I instantly understood why A 1 needed the slave auction 
reminder. He wasn’t paranoid. He was right. They no 
longer wanted to know me. I ’d seen interracial couples 
scattered around the Village, seen people talk about them 
behind their backs, but I never thought that would happen 
to me. I made a private commitment of "Fuck them!” and 
moved closer to Al.

As we crossed Sixth Avenue, a guy tried to walk in be
tween us. "Don’t try to split up this family,” Al yelled, 
pushing him away. "We don’t play that shit.”

"That’s right. And don’t you forget it,” I added, testing 
out my new authority. It worked. The guy turned around 
and actually apologized. I felt a surge of power. A l’s first 
lesson in how we would maneuver in the world was a suc
cess.

"I’ve already picked out a bench for ‘our spot’ where 
nobody will bother us,” Al said as we entered the park. But 
to get there we had to pass through a maze of drug dealers 
humming, "good Hawaiian, LSD, girl, boy.”

When we made it to our bench, we weren’t alone. A few 
homeless drunks had started a game of checkers, but I was 
so relieved to make it through the drug hazing that I was 
happy to plop down and declare, "Selling heroin should be 
considered homicide. Those guys are pushing shit that 
nobody can recover from.”

"That’s not true,” Al replied casually.
"Of course it is.” I revved up for one of our old "church” 

talks. "Once a heroin addict, always a heroin addict.”
Al lit his joint and inhaled. He always let the smoke 

seep from his lungs. It seemed like waste of time to me. 
Finally, he was finished. "I ’m living proof that that’s bull
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shit.”
“ You?” A 1 smiled. How could he smile about heroin?
“I haven’t told this to anyone in my new life, but I don’t 

want any secrets between us.”
“Me either,” I quickly added. A l’s trust in me felt over

whelming. If he thought enough of me to share this, he 
saw something stronger in me than I did.

“Back in my early twenties, I did all of it— everybody 
did,” A1 said, flicking the spent white ash. “You can func
tion fine as long as you’re getting enough, but when you 
get cut off, that’s when you learn how that shit has con
torted your body. You’re physically fucked up, not just 
mentally.”

My shock quickly morphed into awe. I knew A 1 had 
discipline, but enough to kick heroin seemed impossible. 
And he seemed so matter-of-fact about it. “I went through 
withdrawal in the joint, and that scared me so bad that I ’ve 
never touched the stuff since.”

“You are amazing!”

That weekend was Bob’s birthday. There was a time I 
would have squeezed fresh orange juice, made biscuits 
from scratch, fried up thick peppered bacon. But that 
seemed long ago.

“What would you like to do?” I asked when he got up 
around noon on Saturday.

“Maybe go to a movie,” Bob replied with as little enthu
siasm as I had used asking.

We hid in the Waverly and ate dinner at Keneret, the 
expensive Greek restaurant on Bleecker. I was spending 
Bob’s money, but it felt right to splurge on a fancy meal 
for him. His birthday had hit me hard. Who had I be
come? Some willful brat who demanded my husband in
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dulge me and include A 1 in our lives, then brush him aside 
when he became a problem? I figured the answer would be 
“yes” if I dwelled on it. Too late now, anyway. And I 
would have rather been drawn and quartered than go back 
to my dead life with just Bob.

A 1 had told me that he ran on the Bank Street Pier, but I 
was shocked when he asked me to join him. “It’s so hot, 
and I don’t have any sunblock.”

“Oh, that’s right. I ’ve got a delicate swan on my hands. 
Would the baby girl be all right if she wore one of my 
shirts and a cap?”

When we first met, he had asked why I didn’t tan, I was 
embarrassed that my childhood activities had been mostly 
indoors because my unfashionably pale skin, inherited 
from Mother, had come with a set of sacred rules grounded 
in “fear of the West Texas sun.”

As we approached the pier— me properly draped in A l’s 
shirt and cap and A 1 in his dime store white shorts and 
Keds— I saw bodies posed along the circumference. Well- 
oiled women shimmered in skimpy bikinis, gay men made 
out in full view, and in the center, a guy draped in an 
American flag. The Village. The one place you could do 
anything, only I had never even walked over here in seven 
years. Now with A 1 I was witnessing it with my own eyes.

“This is incredible!”
“Come on, let’s walk to the end. I ’ll show you who’s 

trying to get picked up. Don’t turn your head though, just 
peek out the side of your sunglasses. See how she turned 
her crotch to me,” A 1 whispered, as we passed a bronzed 
female. “The one in yellow always sees me coming and 
spreads her legs so I can get a better look. Let’s see if she 
does it with you here.”
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It was like stepping into a movie. The idea of picking 
up a guy had always terrified me, as if they were all capable 
of turning into Mr. Goodbar. A 1 was taking me into a 
world I had assumed led to murder, but these women 
weren’t scared. They were flaunting their desires.

‘‘Who are they?” I asked, trying to disguise a twinge of 
resentment as curiosity.

‘‘Sweet pussy from the neighborhood lookin’ to thrill 
themselves up.”

‘‘You can sit here, while I do my laps,” A 1 said, pointing 
to a beam at the end of the pier.

He began stretching his enormous thighs, then he 
dropped down on the pier to do push-ups. I could see each 
family of muscles ripple and relax. When he was finished 
he adjusted his jock strap, gave me a wink, and began a 
slow lap. Behind my sunglasses, I watched heads turn 
slightly, sneaking glances at him or plotting when to turn 
as he passed by. He made another loop around, and I tin
gled with pride. His raw power seemed to gobble up the 
air around him. And he was mine!

When A 1 finished his run, we started back to Westbeth. 
As we stepped off the pier, a woman ran on to start her 
laps. A 1 pointed to her. “You could do that.”

“No way. I can’t even run for the subway.”
“That’s because you’ve never had a chance to learn. 

We re only as strong as our legs, baby girl.” I couldn’t dis
agree with him since he’d watched me turn my ankle just 
walking down the sidewalk, but memories of being jeered 
in PE when I couldn’t even do a forward roll had left me 
with a loathing of physical activity.

“It won’t be easy in the beginning, but as you get 
stronger, you’ll love the sense of power. And besides, my 
woman needs some juicy calves for me to munch on. What
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do you say?”
I couldn’t tell him the idea terrified me, that felt ridicu

lous, so I latched onto pride. ‘‘I ’m going to look like a tool 
out there with real runners.”

“I ’ll be by your side, stride for stride. Nobody’s going to 
fuck with you,” A 1 waved that appeal off with a casual 
hand.

I parried my last weapon. “There’s something else. I ’ve 
got this heart murmur. It’s not serious. It just skips beats 
sometimes.”

A l’s body tightened, his voice deep, serious. “You’re 
sure you’re okay?”

“According to the experts.”
“Then listen to me. The heart is a muscle, right? And 

all muscles get stronger the more they’re used, as long as 
the workout builds gradually, right?”

My fear got lost in his intensity. No one had ever talked 
to me like that.

“We’re going to make that motherfucking heart of 
yours so strong that those doctors won’t be able to find a 
murmur!”

I felt the Bank Street Pier sun on my back. For the first 
time it didn’t feel dangerous, it felt healing. A 1 was saving 
me piece by piece.

On a weekday when there were fewer sunbathers and run
ners, he coaxed me into jogging the length of the pier.

“See, you did it! That’s one-sixth of a mile. Now we ll 
walk back to where we started and do it once more.”

When I complained of a pain in my side, A 1 explained it 
was just a stitch and taught me to walk it off. If I couldn’t 
breathe, he showed me how to bow my back and get more 
oxygen. When I could barely move from the stiffness, he
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massaged my legs, made me steamy perfumed bubble 
baths, and got mad if I didn’t linger in the sensuous water. 
Within a month, my shin splints healed, my lung capacity 
increased, and I made it around the pier three times— a 
whole mile.

I felt invincible when A 1 sacrificed his workout to trot 
beside me, correcting my form, cheering me on. The 
schoolmate’s taunts faded. But the first time I went for a 
run by myself, I realized that my confidence only existed 
when A 1 was with me.

At the entrance to the pier, I literally stopped, my body 
and mind disoriented. I walked home, shattered. When I 
explained what happened, A 1 wasn’t alarmed. He simply 
put a new game plan together to train me from a distance 
with signals. Different whistles meant I should sprint or 
do another lap or slow down. He was my guide, but I was 
learning to run on my own. I believed he was empowering 
me for my sake. The awareness that I was beginning to live 
through A l’s vision to satisfy his needs was decades away.

‘‘We need to get back to working on the three of us,” A 1 
said, stirring his coffee on a midday break from school. I 
didn’t want to. I liked our private routines. If A 1 stopped 
by and I was out running an errand, I ’d come home to a 
note: ‘‘Hi, sweet pussy, just stopped in. Have a new idea 
for your next run.” Or “Back in 10. Off to play the lot
tery.” To me these jotted notes drew us closer together, in 
a sweet, traditional way.

“Look, I ’ve been thinking about it,” A 1 said, leaning 
forward, hands flat on the dining table. His serious pose. 
“Bob breaking us up is history. We’ve got to move on and 
find a way to make all of this work. W e’re talking about 
the long haul. So we’ve got to try.”
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The long haul. That’s what it felt like, but I agreed we’d 
try again. How could I argue against peace? That night, as 
Bob and I were finishing supper, I told him about A l’s 
idea. Bob seemed to perk up. A timid grin crept out of his 
trimmed red beard. His long body slowly straightened 
from his usual slump, as if he’d been waiting for a chance 
to redeem himself.

“Yeah! I mean, sure, if he wants to.”
The next night, after an awkward moment in the living 

room with the three of us keeping a safe distance from one 
another, A 1 walked up to Bob and extended his hand. Bob 
shook it.

A new routine was established. If A 1 and I were making 
love when Bob came home, he joined us. I began to resent 
the sound of his key in the door, as one intimate moment 
after another vaporized to make room for Bob. If A 1 
wanted to spend the night, he orchestrated long sessions of 
sex that included instiuctions that Bob seemed to appreci
ate. These irritated me the most, having to play out my 
role as Exhibit A to improve Bob’s sex life while smiling 
through it all.

We always ended with Bob watching. I liked being 
watched. What I didn’t like was how Bob would crawl 
over us and brush too closely to Al. I felt like he was 
sneaking something for a private need, and using Al to get 
it. Was he keeping other secrets? Could Bob be bi or even 
gay? Or maybe he thought some of A l’s prowess might rub 
off.

When I asked Al if he noticed, he said yes and didn’t 
like it either. But he didn’t want to embarrass Bob. I 
wanted to scream, Why not? You don't have a problem 
straightening out other creeps. But instead nodded as Al re
minded me that this was his home and how must he feel
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coming home after a hard day and finding us in bed.
“You’re right. It can’t be easy.”
“So if he gets off on rubbing against me, I’ll just find a 

way to deal with it. He’s your husband." I wished A1 
wouldn’t remind me.

The first time I tried out the Westbeth keys A 1 gave me, I 
opened the door of his apartment to discover him standing 
in the middle of the living room in his bathrobe with a 
woman’s stocking on his head, poised to attack. I froze, the 
doorknob still in my hand. “Is everything okay? I thought 
you said I could come over whenever.”

“Yeah, it’s fine. I just have to get used to it.” He relaxed 
into a smile. I couldn’t stop staring at A l’s head. “Never 
seen a black man groom his hair?” I shook my head, slow, 
still staring. “When you have a million corkscrews, you 
have to hold them down until they dry.” The day would 
turn out to be full of lessons for little ole ignorant white 
me.

“I was getting dressed to go up to Mom’s and get my 
mail. Would you come with me?”

“Of course!” I replied, thrilled that he asked, but as he 
got dressed, the reality of going to Harlem sank in. I had 
to be ready for who she was, where she lived.

We took the A train, which I knew went only to 59th 
Street since the next stop was 12 5 th and St. Nicholas Ave
nue— the heart of Harlem. In 1978, Harlem, along with 
many parts of the City, festered with danger. Cops were 
known to stop white women who wandered up from the 
subway by accident, and escort them to Columbia Univer
sity on the safer side of uptown.

A 1 sat stiffly beside me, ready for trouble, but the only 
person to bother us was a drunk black man, who leaned in
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front of me, licking his lips, and hollering to the other 
passengers that I liked dark meat. I felt my face turn red 
and spent the rest of the ride staring at my lap, not daring 
to encourage the drunk or see the dark faces staring at the 
humiliated white woman who “liked dark meat.” When 
we got off at 14 5th Street, I was furious with Al. “Why 
didn’t you do something?”

He just shrugged. “He was no harm— just crazy. But 
those tackheads pissed me off.”

“What?” Why was he changing the subject? “What’s a 
tackhead?”

“Somebody who doesn’t brush out their hair. When you 
see a black fool with their hair knotted up in little peas.

That’s a tackhead.” I noticed we were getting more at
tention than usual as we climbed the stairs up to the street. 
“It’s purely a black thing. Nobody tells white people that 
kind of shit. If you ever called anybody that, they’d proba
bly keel right over in front of you.”

I loved learning slivers of A l’s black world. Maybe that’s 
why more faces turned than usual— Al giving up the “se
crets” to this white woman.

“These tackheads were those light-skinned bitches roll
ing their eyes at me? Those are the same motherfuckers 
who wouldn’t give me the time of day when I was growing 
up.” All I had noticed were men and women shifting in 
their seats, apparently embarrassed by the drunk guy. Why 
was Al so angry? They hadn’t done anything.

When we got up on the street, Al said we were two 
blocks from his mom’s. My eyes fixed on a row of burned- 
out tenements across the street. I willed myself to stay 
calm.

“Here we are,” I looked up and saw an elegant cluster of 
brick high-rises. The sign read, “Esplanade Gardens.” We
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made our way through the quadrangle, past young chil
dren playing hopscotch among rose bushes filled with lush, 
pink blooms. I felt like an idiot and the biggest racist that 
ever breathed.

When we rang her buzzer, I noticed the name said 
“Williams.”

“Williams?” I asked.
“Yeah. Slave name, and not for me. I changed mine to 

‘Black.’ Straight to the point.”
“Can’t argue with that!”
His mother was standing in her doorway when we got 

off the elevator. She seemed pleased to see us with a, “Look 
who’s here.” I was surprised she didn’t reach out to hug 
him, but figured they must see each other often, so it 
wasn’t such a big deal. But when A 1 leaned down to kiss 
her, she turned her head, transferring what he had meant 
for a peck on her lips to her cheek. He made a joke that 
someday she’d let him kiss her on the mouth. Her aloof
ness seemed creepy. She had his dark, velvet skin and deep 
melodious voice, but none of his warmth or charm.

Her apartment was decorated in traditional middle-class 
finery— formal draperies, brocade furniture, and an up
right mahogany piano crowned with at least fifty birthday 
cards. “Well, it must be somebody’s birthday,” I said, 
grateful for an obvious topic of conversation.

“That’s my mom, Lillian Gibson Williams. Most of 
these are from people that she trained at AT&T, where she 
broke the color barrier as the first black person to become a 
switchboard operator and ended up supervising the whole 
division.”

I froze my polite expression while my mind clicked 
through the impossibility of her. How could she have done 
all of those things and yet raised a son who went to prison
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for manslaughter?
“I have to chuckle about it now, but it wasn’t funny 

back then,” Lillian said. ‘‘Please have a seat.” I sat on the 
edge of her sofa cushion, working my attentive proper 
young lady manners. She sat stiffly in her velvet club chair 
across from me.

‘‘I convinced a friend of mine to go with me to apply for 
a job. We both got in, but when we sat at the board, our 
supervisor stood behind us and sang ‘Old Man River.’ You 
know, trying to get us to quit. Well, my friend would sit 
there and cry, but not me.” She smiled, slowly shaking her 
head. I kept my gaze steady, hiding the shame welling up. 
I’d been afraid she lived in some slum, and here she sat, 
practically a one-woman Freedom Ride.

‘‘I did my job the best it could be done, vowing one day 
that boss would report to me. And when that day came, 
oh, it was a fine moment. How I loved being nice to her, 
knowing she expected me to be as ugly to her as she had 
been to me!”

Only when I saw Lillian glance at me, did I suspect I 
was being tested for my reaction. I quickly applauded her 
achievements, and she seemed to relax.

“Well now, enough about me. How about a cup of cof
fee?” she asked. As she moved into the kitchen, A 1 gave me 
a wink, indicating the coffee was her signal that she liked 
me. That was the first moment I remember taking a 
breath.

After we finished our coffee and stilted conversation 
about the weather and where I was from and how lovely 
her home was, A 1 announced we needed to be going. 
Lillian didn’t prolong the conversation, and I was grateful 
to get off exhibition. She hadn’t been rude, but she also 
hadn’t been generous. I was impressed with what she’d
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accomplished, but there was a cold remoteness to her that I 
didn’t like or trust.

As we left Lillian’s, A 1 said, “Let’s take the bus back 
down. That way I can show you the neighborhood.’’

“Great idea.” I was relaxed again now that we were 
alone. When we got our seats, on the left side of the bus, 
per A l’s instruction, he began his tour.

“Dougie, Bear, and I used to own this street,” he pro
claimed, waving his hand the breadth of Adam Clayton 
Powell, Jr. Boulevard. “We sauntered up and down in full- 
length black leather coats that we ordered from Germany 
with our sawed-off shotguns hidden underneath. Everybody 
stepped away in fear. We were sticking up dope spots, 
never anything legitimate. I remember jumping up into a 
room once. I had two pistols firing away, Dougie had my 
back, when it dawned on me that bullets were whizzing all 
around my head. And I said to myself, ‘I should be dead. 
But I ’m not. Dig that shit!’ And then standing there 
laughing like a crazy motherfucker.” He threw back his 
head and let out a booming laugh.

“Oh, and two blocks over there is where we blew the 
drug lord away in front of his building. That’s what got 
me the manslaughter-one bid— too many eyewitnesses.”

Somewhere around the sawed-off shotguns part, I began 
a descent into horror and tifiliation. I ’d never dreamed A1 
had been so blatantly violent or such a legend, like some 
kind of rock star, in his time.

“Don’t worry, baby girl,” he said, as if he’d read my 
mind. “Those days are over. The only thing I do up here 
now is visit my mom.” I was sitting next to reformed evil, 
thrilled to be so close to danger, yet completely safe at the 
same time.

“Where’s your father?”
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“He lives a few blocks from here, in the apartment they 
had before they split up. We had a falling out, so I don’t 
see him much.” I decided to save that story for another 
time. I had enough to work on for the moment.

“Your mother didn’t seem to mind that I ’m white.”
“No, she’s all right about that. Most white people think 

that blacks are grateful for a salt-and-pepper situation, but 
it’s usually the other way around. W e’ve never played that 
racist shit in our house. When I was a kid, there were more 
white people living in Harlem—Jewish families in our 
building; Irish cop on our beat. So I grew up believing we 
were all supposed to get along.

“The first time a white cop stopped me for nothing on 
the street and chained me to a steam pipe, I was one 
shocked soul. But I refuse to apply those assholes to all 
white people. No way! Never!”

For the rest of the ride I kept one ear on his stories, but 
my mind was racing. How had he transformed himself? 
Where he was from, what he’d done. And to be in such 
control now.

When I got home that evening, Bob was already there.
“You’re home early,” I said, disappointed that I couldn’t 

be alone to absorb the day.
“Where have you been?” Bob’s tone had a slight edge to 

it, one that was showing up more frequently, and it grated 
on me.

“I ’ve been to Harlem with A 1 to meet his mom,” I said, 
trying to sound casual as if we’d gone to the movies.

“Harlem? He took you to Harlem?” Bob’s face contorted 
into disgust. I was furious. Where was the guy who taught 
me that A1 giving me a thousand babies was a term of en
dearment? “Was anybody after him?”

“After him?” Who did he think A1 was? Fucking A 1
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Capone?
“Well, with all the things he’s done, there must be peo

ple who want to kill him. And that would put you in the 
line of fire.” I didn’t buy it. Bob seemed a little too pleased 
with himself.

“A 1 would never put me in danger!”
That was the first moment I lied to Bob. I was defensive 

about my own fear of going to Harlem, and covered up my 
embarrassment with attack. It worked. But I also felt a 
shift, as if I had made real a world where I was fair-minded 
and Bob was racist. A 1 stood by Bob. Bob put A 1 down. A 
wedge formed between us that night. One that we never 
tried to mend.

The next morning A 1 was stunned when I told him 
what Bob had said. “Doesn’t he know I don’t do any of 
that crazy shit any more? I would never put you in any 
danger!”

Finally, A 1 didn’t defend Bob, but he did keep trying to 
make our situation work. Secretly, I wanted A 1 to just let 
it go, especially after the first night I planned to sleep at 
A l’s. We were ending our first social outing as a three
some— The Village Vanguard. It had been thrilling. Me, 
the center of their attention. A 1 teaching us the construc
tion of jazz. But as A 1 and I parted towards Westbeth, Bob 
turned a quick kiss into a clinging hug, saying that he’d 
miss me.

“I hate that shit!” A 1 said, as we rounded the corner to 
Hudson Street. “I don’t do that when I leave you with 
him.”

“Why can’t he be a man, like you?” But I knew Bob 
wasn’t going to change, and I would never be free of him. 
Bob was no longer someone I loved. He had become a 
duty, an obligation. And though I couldn’t admit it— a
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provider.
The next morning A 1 and I were sitting at the breakfast 

table, still flushed from Sunday morning sex, when he 
asked, “Do you think Bob would work out with us?”

“Why would you bother after the way he behaved last 
night?”

“Becky, lighten up. He fucked up. We all fuck up,” A 1 
said, on his way to the kitchen to get me more coffee. “I ’ve 
noticed that his legs don’t really support him properly, and 
that’s why he still doesn’t have full range of motion in his 
feet,” he continued, raising his voice so I could still hear 
him. “It’s been five years, or sixty months as we say in the 
joint, since he couldn’t walk, right? I don’t think he’s go
ing to get any stronger, unless he pushes himself.”

Bob did still walk with a slight shuffle, the remains of 
his terrifying bout with Guillian-Barre. But he didn’t seem 
to mind. When A 1 returned with the coffee, he looked 
really concerned. It seemed odd that he would be more 
interested in Bob than Bob was.

“Why do you care so much?”
“I know how to help him! Why should I keep that to 

myself if he’s willing to try? And I like the guy, in spite of 
the stuff he’s done.” A1 scraped his chair back from the 
table. “Becky, he’s made it possible for us to be as open as 
we are. I feel like he could be the brother I never had if 
he’d just let me.”

Brother? For the first time I worried that A 1 was never 
going to give up on Bob. A rush of blood gathered in my 
stomach. “Okay! Why don’t you ask him?”

A1 did, but Bob ignored his offer, apparently irritated 
that we expected him to work at strengthening his legs.

“I have a surprise,” A 1 announced after breakfast on my
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third slcepover. “I managed to get my hands on a little 
blow— sorry— cocaine, and I want to teach you how to 
handle it.”

I was terrified of drugs. Partly the fear of doing some
thing illegal— a holdover from college when the campus 
police beat a student into a coma over a measly joint. I was 
also afraid of losing control. I ’d smoked a joint with A 1 in 
Washington Square Park and hated how vulnerable I felt, 
out in public, without a sense of space and time. A 1 had 
shrugged it off, saying I was with him, “Just have some 
fun.” But I couldn’t.

And now he was introducing me to cocaine. It sounded 
more sophisticated— like the Hamptons chic set. “I did 
two lines of coke before the party.” I ’d read that some
where but couldn’t remember where. A 1 had told me he 
used to have mayonnaise jars full of cocaine, but now he 
was just a straight-laced guy with a $10 taste. What did I 
have to fear? We were in his home. A 1 wasn’t reckless. He 
loved me.

A1 presented a tiny foil package, opened each flap, as 
delicately as he disrobed me, and unveiled a clump of 
white powder, no bigger than a peppermint. After he 
demonstrated how to crush rocks and snort through the 
sawed off plastic straw, it was my turn. When I finally 
succeeded in getting more in my nose than on the table, I 
waited. “I don’t feel any different.”

“It takes time. Do you notice your senses getting 
sharper? Is everything heightened? Time starting to melt 
away? Are you hungry for sex?”

One moment I was at the table, the next, we were in the 
bedroom and the next, an hour had passed and A 1 was get
ting up. I begged him for more sex.

“Becky, it’s time to stop. I know it’s hard, but that’s the
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only way to not let it take you over. Come on now. Let’s 
clean up and go to a movie.”

“But I don’t want to.”
“I know. I ’m not kidding! This is your first time. You’ve 

got to control it, not the other way around.” A 1 sounded so 
stern. I was enjoying it too much, and he knew it. “You 
don’t want me to get ugly, do you?” A l’s tone turned into 
a lighthearted tease.

“God, no, anything but that,” I joked back, trying to 
cover up my disappointment. But as we got dressed, I was 
grateful for A l’s discipline.

I didn’t tell Bob about the cocaine. So when A 1 sur
prised us, a week after my first lesson, with a small mound, 
I seized the moment to show off. A 1 sat back as I taught 
Bob what to do. I had thought everything had gone well, 
until the next day when A 1 asked, “Did you see the look on 
Bob’s face when I handed you the cocaine?”

“No, I was focused on the blow.”
“His face was screwed up, like I ’d handed you poison. 

Who the fuck does he think I am?”
It wasn’t like Bob hadn’t done drugs. He loved mari

juana, and found my fear of it amusing. He didn’t smoke it 
at home, but he never turned it down at a party. So the 
odds of him having done cocaine at some theater party at 
Adelphi were damned good. Did he think I was too weak 
to manage it? Did he think A 1 was corrupting me? Proba
bly both and that pissed me off.

“A friend of mine called this morning,” A 1 said, as we 
cooled down from our run the next day. “He’s home from 
the joint and wants us to get together with him and his 
swan.”

I didn’t like him calling anyone but me a “swan,” I 
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wanted to be a member of a special club only the chosen 
few could join. But I loved the idea of us having friends of 
our own.

The guy was slight in stature, articulate, polite; his lady 
was a bright, attractive young woman. She met him in 
prison where she was a social worker. We started with 
drinks at Westbeth and walked to the eastside for dinner. 
They seemed well suited, each slight in stature, soft- 
spoken, and respectful of one another. Around midnight, 
we were on a side street in the East Village. A 1 said he was 
thirsty and went into a coffee shop for some water. While 
we waited down the block, three young drunk white guys 
closed in on us.

“Hey, nigger, what do you think you’re doing with two 
white women?” one slurred. I told myself not to panic, just 
get Al. The minute they saw him, they’d run. I moved 
quickly back to the coffee shop and banged on the plate 
glass window, hollering for Al to come out. I spit out the 
situation, as Al marched towards them.

“I hear there’s a problem,” he said, closing in with a 
deliberate pace. His body swelled with rage as he leaned 
into the drunk guys who seemed to be shrinking before my 
eyes. Al lowered his voice. “Listen, you punk motherfuck
ers, do you know what I do to trash like you who fuck with 
my lady?”

“Shit, man. We didn’t know they were with you. We 
don’t want any trouble. Sorry, man, sorry,” they slurred in 
unison, weaving as they stepped back.

The four of us walked toward the far corner where a 
streetlight glared down on the cracked sidewalk. I glanced 
over my shoulder to make sure the guys weren’t coming 
back to attack us, but they were already at the other end of 
the block. My body began to uncoil with relief. Then I saw
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A1 look to his right. There was a police car parked down 
the block.

“Damn! The cops!” A 1 jerked me back into the shadows.
“What’s wrong?” He seemed unable to breathe, sweat 

seeping out of his forehead.
“You don’t understand.” His voice a frantic whisper. “In 

my head I had already done them in. I was getting ready to 
turn around and finish them off. If I hadn’t seen that cop 
car, they would have caught me.”

“But you seemed so calm, and they backed off,” I stam
mered. “Why would you kill them?”

“I was calm because I knew they were about to die. No 
punk disrespects me and my family like that and lives to 
tell about it.”

They didn’t deserve to die. And if he had killed them, 
what was I supposed to do? Just watch? Not tell? Hide 
like he had taught me? In an altercation, get out the way. I 
wont see you, Vll just see white flesh and I strike to destroy any
thing white at moments like that. When he had told me that, 
I resented being lumped in with “all whites,” but I also 
thought he was trying to protect me.

I felt as if my soul had turned inside out. How could A 1 
put me in such danger? How could I be reduced to “just 
white flesh?” My heart raced, my dress instantly soaked 
with sweat. If the cop car hadn’t been there, would I be 
covered in blood, running for my life?

“Let s enjoy the rest of the evening,” A 1 said, a lilt to his 
voice as he walked back to the couple still wide-eyed under 
the glare of the streetlight.

“Now?” I stumbled towards him, barely able to catch 
my breath.

“Man, we’re ready to call it a night,” his friend replied.
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I ’d grabbed onto the tail of a hurricane. It never oc
curred to me to let go.
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Cold War Baby
by Anis Shivani

It used to be easy.
Clatter of unwanted fine crockery in the orange-wood 

kitchen (hands were slippery) 
when Sputnik spiraled into space,
which was inviolate as a sadfaced country virgin, until just 

that moment.
Dan Rather (or was it reporter Brokaw?) mouthing charm

ing asides
to his own spectator self 
narrating the death and rebirth of Saigon, 
the peasants in cone hats handling imperial passage with 

panache—
mere hot goopy noodle soup staying a moment too long 
in a cankered mouth.
Bicycles put aside in dank garages
all during the disco age, which caught on in St. Petersburg 
and Budapest as surely as had moodless Elvis.
There were missile crises and theater relocations and tired 

silos,
and all across the Western plains ribbons dedicated to 

soldiers
tromping through the mudcaked nonevent of decades 
of waiting it out.
What weightlifter, what gymnast, what triathlete 
didn’t train as if punishment were its own reward?
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How often did trains breathe a sigh of relief 
when doomsday postponed its pageturning arrival 
one more period?
We grew arrogant and vain in our mastery of dialectics, 
elitists Lukacs and Benjamin and Adorno could have 

dinner with,
and praise to their still beautiful wives afterward, tucked 

in bed,
mouths open to cigars and spirits.

Now it’s different.
The news swirls around not unlike the torn lovenotes of 

embarrassed adolescents.
Everything on television is a competition to be heard, 
and yet silence is the one offense no one dares commit.
We discover every day new drugs to becalm us in the 

storm
that has come about when we were putting the armaments 

in mothballs.

The paint off our houses peels off well before summer, 
and winter is back in fashion, because at least we’re not 

reminded then
that the world is growing hot all over, erupting with 

disease.
There is no victory in tennis elbows healed in days, 
and divorced men and women breathe easily, 
laughing at their inability to remember anything of 

Faulkner
other than he was one for incest among the Southern 

gentry.
If there is to be calamity, we have already insured for it.
If foreigners wish us harm, we can breed ourselves back
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into multiplicity.
Now we know how far fear can go when fear is its own 
object.
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O Brave New World, 
Twelve Years on

by Susan Haskins
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The New Century
by Linsey Abrams

Living in New York, you think you’ve seen everything.

Not that 14th Street, your street, had seemed a likely 
frontier. You knew global warming was going to flood 
Manhattan, making all downtown a shipwreck. Some day. 
But this?

And not that if you’d been that guy in the subway in 
Washington, D.C., and everyone’s cell phone started 
ringing, you’d have known what was going on either.

Not that a manual on flying a commercial jet is the same 
as flying it. Not that Venice, Florida, with its shitty little 
rental cars, should be confused with Venice, Italy.

Not that the Mayor’s emergency bunker under #7 World 
Trade Center was such a good place to hide. Not that you 
cared to make further criticism of that government idea or 
any other at the moment. Though why someone would 
form a motorcade to a secret location, unless it’s a decoy, is 
a mystery. Not that decoy had been a staple of your 
vocabulary...except as referring to duck hunting, which 
you’re against.

Not that your young mother, working at the Pentagon,
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had expected the highest clearance. Or to know about 
Pearl Harbor hours before she could tell. Not that everyone 
wants to hear immediately about tragedies.

Not that a drill is the real thing. Not that the real thing is 
readily recognizable.

Not that it wasn’t bad timing that your lover’s father had 
been moved from Florida the day before— by the two of 
you— to the Bronx.

And not that it wasn’t puzzling to have paid September 
rent plus deposit, $3900 each, to install him in assisted 
living, only to be asked a day later to move him out. Not 
that people with Parkinson’s can always help drooling.

Not that you’d have planned your last communal 
experience before it happened, to be at Ikea buying him 
furniture.

Not that you were offended at first by Attack on America. 
The same tag line for every program you could get on TV. 
Meaning cable and only CBS of the broadcast channels, 
since they hadn’t ever taken down the old antenna. On the 
Empire State Building, from when it was the highest 
skyscraper. Before the new ones were affixed to the Trade 
Center.

Not that you’d ever paid attention to the Woolworth
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Building, featured in the first hour of coverage, and 
certainly not to its height, dwarfed twice at the tip of 
Manhattan. Frankly, you were concerned about the ground 
level Woolworths, disappearing like black holes that 
sucked down into them all the little tools and objects of 
the universe. Not that you remember half of what those 
were now.

^

Not that you hadn’t complained about your lover s 45- 
minute showers. Not that you’d have been with her that 
morning otherwise.

Where would you have been? On the map of uncanny 
places...not where assassinations take place, for example, 
but where you were when you heard. Empire of a single 
tourist.

Make a dot for Disney World, in Orlando, Florida, with 
the imposter Goofy and the imposter Donald Duck. You 
hadn’t intended to feel sad when they closed it.

Not that you thought postponing an election— even a local 
mayoral primary— was a good thing.

Though not that the last election— for President in 
2000— topped your list of outrages now.

Who ever thought they’d wonder where Air Force One
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was?

Or in their lifetime visit www.fbi.org? Defend the Stock 
Market’s right to exist?

The Japanese proverb that didn’t apply: Fall down seven 
times, stand up eight.

What wasn’t the marathon: a horde of people fleeing 
across the Brooklyn Bridge.

Not that everyone was Caucasian and not that everyone 
was old, who escaped hair to shoes frosted white.

Imponderables: The one who had cramps and drank the 
vodka, the one on vacation, the one who told the boss go 
fuck yourself and quit. The one who veered off for the 
bagel. The one who was always late. The one who voted 
come hell or high water....The one whose dog wouldn’t 
pee. The mother who time-shared. The screenwriter so 
broke she took the bus to LA instead of the airplane. The 
one who in the eighties became a coke-head and never 
worked again. The one who had a terminal illness anyway. 
The chef of Windows on the World, floor i io , who 
stopped to buy eyeglasses. All that food pureed.

And the destiny of paper: reams prematurely to the 
shredder, all documents in the Disaster file. Passports and 
drivers licenses unnecessary for impromptu free fall. On
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postcards: Wish you were here crossed out.

Written in disappearing ink: a window washer.

Floor 25, BlueCross BlueShield: Forget your catastrophic 
coverage.

Not that they let stand the remark that it happened in New 
York because of all the abortionists, feminists, lesbians and 
the ACLU. Not that you’d thought of yourself as 
controlling world politics.

Not that they let stand the e-mail sent to seventeen 
thousand people on the Left Media List: I am pleased to 
report that it is NOT TRUE that 4,000 Israelis did not show 
up for work at the World Trade Center on Sept. 1 1 .  Please 
forgive my mistake! Love and Peace and Blessings, name with
held in poem to avoid lawsuit.

In a flash poll, 6 1%  of Americans favored waging war.
62% weren’t sure on whom. Your lover said, Between evil 
people and idiots, we’ve had it.

Children are the only logicians: The girl who said, So i f  they 
didn’t like New York, why couldn’t they just ignore New York? 
The boy who when told there were people missing asked, 
Are their mothers looking for them?

 ̂̂  ̂  ̂  ̂
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Driving back to the City, three days later, from an 
emergency trip to your own mother in Boston, you were 
mildly surprised to pass a check point. Not that you 
expected warships in New York Harbor, where your 
ostentatious friend had rented a boat for the Bicentennial. 
Everyone got seasick from the wake of so many pleasure 
crafts and threw up their fancy dinners. It was 1976, the 
last time you saw so many flags.

The Javitz Center reminded you of Woodstock. Minus the 
music, admittedly. All right. Plus the National Guard.
But there were the reserves ol food stacked to the spirit of 
communal destiny and the unilateral high hopes of youth. 
Still, those helicopters weren’t about to download ten cases 
of artichoke hearts from the now defunct Concorde Hotel 
in the Catskills. An acid head’s feast. You saw two girls in 
hijabs and tight pants riding a sawhorse from a barricade, 
being cruised by two Hasidic boys trying to outrace their 
coats. A pair of debutantes accepting free Cokes from their 
ghetto counterparts, who magnanimously threw in a straw 
each. Everything comes in twos, apparently.

The Twins as celebrities. The most recent subjects of the 
serial neighborhood murals: RIP Lady Di, Mother Theresa, 
JF K jr . ,  Selena the pop star shot dead, and Lisa shaken by 
her crack head step-father. Or was it Marta? Well, anyway, 
one of those poor little girls. Like Greek tragedy, no joke.

Union Square was the opposite of a rogues’ gallery: Thank 
God for scotch tape and color xerox and digital photogra-
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phy. For part-time actors’ headshots and for 
yearbooks. For ugly rejected passport photos, lor wedding 
albums of the divorced. Also authors’ book jackets, 
expired IDs, last year’s family Christmas cards...the 
calendar from Fotomat, the Polaroids. Thank God for all 
flat surfaces in the Park. Before it was understood that, like 
those on the 4 airplanes, no one would be found:

Hung from a retaining wall, a king size bed sheet with the 
names in Magic Marker of the permanently sleeping, 
captioned: American Proud and Tall. United Through it All. 
And underfoot, Ode to a Flight Attendant, on cardboards 
taped haphazardly to the ground. A kite tail too heavy for 
the kite.

Grief is like a dream in which all wishes of the dead are 
granted. A mother now writes of her daughter, 
Distinguishing Features: tongue ring, fish tattoo.

Your own mother can’t remember if she’s taken her pills or 
where she lost either plate of her dentures. Both pairs. But 
she remembered where her hair dresser was. She cleaned 
out her bank account, not to pay him or contribute to the 
$2000 replacement teeth but to hand over a month’s Social 
Security for a cruise that she was offered over the phone for 
free. Not that that could be attributed solely to dementia. 
How could it be free? my brother yelled at her, if you gave 
them $1200?

^ 5fc rf:
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Not that you could call all the makeshift morgues ghost 
towns exactly...since no one had ever lived there. And not 
that those towers were our redwoods if you’re being literal.

Not that a human chain is the best metaphor for a 
policeman leading a whole floor of people by hand down 
95 flights of a pitch-black stairwell. Maybe picture DNA, 
so unfathomable as to be beautiful. Or something ordinary 
but almost crazy, like a conga line.

Not that one woman who wore a placemat over her face to 
breathe, actually thought it was Afghanistan. Though try 
running for your life in a burqa.

And not that the Taliban— who blew up the two largest 
Buddhas in the world— merited special consideration 
anyway. Unless everyone deserves a second chance? Fair 
enough. Pick a number between one and n o .

So if we’ve had the disappeared and the homeless, is it now 
the pulverized? The minced-meat? Previous to this you 
associated body parts with serial killers, one problem New 
York doesn’t have. Not that you could have imagined in 
your wildest dreams your lover saying, It's the bodies, after 
you commented that the workers were cooking again in 
the basement below your window. The wind had shifted. 
OK, so you’re not a pacifist any more.

42, 000 windows. 16 acres. 5,843 dead or missing, a week 
later. The devil is in the details.
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Bubba Starxxxx 
spelled with four x ’s 
Funkmaster Flex and Boris 
You wanted to be superheroes 
But ended up Rap D J’s 
on a billboard.
Imagine a better resume:
your upon-a-time grand plans seeing daylight.
Desired job: rescue worker
When available: immediately
How do you see yourself in five years?
Capable of heroic measures.

TV interview at the site: Myselj and EAIT Ramos are part of 
a trained force. We’ve been treated with oxygen. We follow orders. 
Did you see any deaths? / witnessed a disaster beyond my 
wildest dreams, ma’am.

Your friend, older than your mother, who climbed down 
43 flights of stairs and was finally elevated back up was 
asked by a reporter: if she’d known at the time that 
everything in her apartment would be destroyed what was 
the one thing she’d have wanted to save? The view, your 
friend said.

Further evidence of ruin: the name Mohammed Islam on a 
hack license.

Can the personal be tragic? 
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Is one the loneliest number?

Not that fitting your mother with a diaper that weekend 
was as bad as the devastation at home. But not that a part 
of you— and her— didn’t wish she’d been blown to 
smithereens too. Not that she would remember thinking 
that.

In the Bronx your father-in-law (in a better world) was the 
same irritating man. Falling out of his wheel chair trying 
to pick up a paper clip...hording electrical cords without 
plugs...using batteries with just enough charge to ruin 
music.

Not that his movers, meanwhile, driving via New Jersey, 
had planned to run their truck into the George 
Washington Bridge. But clearly, ripping a hole in your 
own roof is not a terrorist act.

So three of the terrorists turned out to be from Delray 
Beach, Florida, where your father-in-law lived...where you 
spent September 8-10  packing up one old man’s paltry and 
final treasures. The same place where soon they found the 
Anthrax. If you think life isn’t a mystery, ponder that.

Or the randomness of sweethearts: 
someone clasping the nearest hand to jump with that 

person off a roof
a man on a cell phone connecting to 9 1 1 and his soul-mate 

operator from a plane.
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One rumor was the shower of gold rising from bullion 
reserves buried under the buildings. Survivors imagined 
this as a miracle. For them it was.

And the rest, hardly more credible. The special dogs 
scrambling over the smoking rubble, who when being 
bathed and re-hydrated strained to return? How they could 
identify the traumatized workers— though maybe that was 
everyone— wasn’t explained. But their paws became so sore 
and inflamed that Patagonia donated little pads. Where is 
that again? I asked my lover, who was reading aloud the 
paper. The company, she clarified. They donated gortex pads. 
Patagonia, the company. Forgive me for thinking 
Shangri-la.

The new grammar:
A flight attendant is not a stewardess
A fire is not a paring knife to remove a person’s skin just 

so.
An airplane is not a yo-yo. It can go down but that’s the 

end of up.
A subway is not a chute to hell. It ’s hell.
A gap in the skyline is not an amputation.
An amputation is nevertheless not by custom performed 

with an airplane.
Disaster Zone is not a good sign for your nephew’s bedroom 

door now.
People can’t say, and mean, that they were lucky to have 

survived high school.
Honestly, analysis never prepared you for this.
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Other things you never expected 
but secretly may have hoped for:
The Queen of England to sing the Star-Spangled Banner. 
Elizabeth Taylor to slip into the Armory on Park Avenue 

to visit the families.
The Gurkhas to be sent on assignment in Afghanistan. 
How often have you heard Whatever happened to the 

Gurkhas? Not often enough.

The high school marching band from Huntsville, 
Alabama, that played, standing stock still, at the site. The 
psychic in Brighton Beach who came out of retirement to 
help find the living then stayed to contact the dead. The 
mother and son who drove straight through with crawfish 
from Louisiana. The Oregon tourists who refused to cancel

So what if Kate Smith commissioned God Bless America to 
have a hit.

So what— you half mean this— if the Yankees lose the 
World Series.

And so what if your cell phone won’t work from the 
subway never mind a 747.

It’s a cliche: location, location, location. And yet 
Suddenly nothing else matters.
How could all that happened
Have fit into one week for one reason in one city?
Because this is New York.
Where else would the 2 1st century have begun?

Septejnber 1 1 —December 6, 2001 @ New York City
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Solution to Acrostic

Shakespeare, The Tempest 

O, wonder!
How many goodly creatures are there here!
How beauteous mankind is! O brave new world, 
That has such people in’t!

A. SCONE
B. HUSH
C. ADIEU
D. KITH
E. ENEMY
F. SHOW
G. PLAY
H. EWER
i. A v o n

J. RARE
K. ERROR
L. THROWN
M. HOUSE
N. ELBOW
O. TOWN
P. E d d a

q . M i r a n d a

R. PLOT
S. ECHO
T. STAGE
U. TUBE
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Each pocket-size issue of Global City Review includes sto
ries, poems, memoirs, interviews and essays organized 
around a broad theme. Also review essays. Queries wel
comed. Upcoming themes are listed at 
www.webdesol/globalcityreview and in each issue.

Please send manuscripts March 1— May 1 for FALL issue 
and October 1— December 1 for SPRING issue. Feel free to 
submit work for any of the upcoming issues during the 
reading periods, but note which theme in your cover letter.

Length: poetry 5 pages, stories and memoirs 15 , essays and 
interviews 15. No e-mail submissions. SASE for reply. All 
submissions, except poetry, must be double-spaced. We 
regret that manuscripts can’t be returned. Payment in cop
ies.

Please visit our host at www.webdelsol.com
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porary social thought and artistic expressions, defending a 
humanistic view of the individual in a complex society.”

— I /// R ei ieu

“A few more journals like Global City , and literary
periodicals just might get a bit more news-rack respect.”

— Los Angeles Times Book Review

“Each issue of this truly small...journal is constructed around 
a single theme, while maintaining a mix of post-modern liter
ary criticism and progressive worldviews.”

— Library Journal
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